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Abstract
CMOS technology scaling has enabled dramatic improvement for digital circuits
both in terms of digital speed and power efficiency. However, most traditional
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) architectures are challenged by ever-decreasing
supply voltage. The improvement in time resolution enabled by increased digital
speeds drives design towards time-domain architectures such as voltage-controlled-
oscillator (VCO) based ADCs. The main challenge in VCO-based ADC design
is mitigating the nonlinearity of VCO voltage-to-frequency (v-to-f) characteristics.
Achieving signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) performance better than 40dB requires some
form of calibration, which can be realized by analog or digital techniques, or some
combination. This dissertation proposes a highly digital, reconfigurable VCO-based
ADC with lookup-table (LUT) based background calibration based on “split ADC”
architecture [1–3]. Each of the two split channels, ADC “A” and “B”, contains two
VCOs in a differential configuration. This helps alleviate even-order distortions as
well as increase the input dynamic range. A digital controller on chip can reconfigure
the ADCs’ sampling rates and resolutions to adapt to the various application scenar-
ios. Different types of input signals can be used to train the ADCs LUT parameters
through the simple, anti-aliasing continuous-time input to achieve target resolution.
The chip is fabricated in a 180 nm CMOS process, and the active area of analog
and digital circuits is 0.09 and 0.16 mm2, respectively. Power consumption of the
core ADC function is 25 mW. Measured results for this prototype design with 12-b
resolution show ENOB improves from uncorrected 5-b to 11.5-b with calibration
time within 200 ms (780K conversions at 5 MSps sample rate).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is one of the popular and recurring themes in
integrated circuits (ICs) these years. Different kinds of ADCs are used in various
scenarios, building a bridge between analog world and digital processing. With the
rapid development of microelectronic systems and scaling of CMOS technology [7–9],
ultra-low-power ADCs are becoming one of the hottest topics in IC design. They
are needed in many analog mixed-signal applications such as implanted biomedical
devices, wireless communication, low power sensors, and even high speed wirelines,
that demand high power efficiency.
Scaling of CMOS to nanometer dimensions has enabled large improvement in dig-
ital power efficiency, with lower power supply voltage and decreased power consump-
tion for logic functions. However, most traditionally prevalent ADC architectures
are not well suited to the lower voltage environment. Moreover, another advantage
that come with the nanometer CMOS is its dramatically increased speed, which
drives the traditional analog design to highly digital assisted mixed-signal system
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design.
Thus, it will be a meaningful and valuable work to develop a novel ADC that
takes advantage of nanometer CMOS technology. The large improvement in time
resolution enabled by increased digital speeds drives the design towards time-domain
architectures. Voltage-controlled-oscillator (VCO) based ADCs are one of the most
favored ADC architecture nowadays. In contrast to classical ADCs, VCO-based
ADC, which is a kind of time-based converter, transfers the continuous analog signal
to time-doman signals by taking the advantage of the increased digital speed in
nanometer CMOS.
A main obstacle in the VCO-based technique is linearizing the VCO voltage-
to-frequency (v-to-f) characteristic. Achieving SNR performance better than 40dB
requires some form of calibration, which can be realized by analog or digital tech-
niques, or some combination. A further challenge is implementing calibration with-
out degrading energy efficiency performance.
1.2 Goals
The goal of this Ph.D. work is to develop a highly digital VCO-based ADC with LUT
based background calibration. Based on the calibratable “split ADC” architecture
[1–3], a differential analog circuit configuration with real-time digital calibration
system to linearize the VCO’s v-to-f characteristics is proposed. The main challenge
to design a good VCO-based ADC is to deal with the nonlinearity of VCO v-to-
f characteristics. As described in Chapter 2, most other VCO-based ADC works
usually use balanced analog and digital circuitry combination (e.g., ∆Σ loop, replica
VCO, etc.) to achieve a good SNR. However, this work chooses a special method,
using only simple analog circuitry with highly digital assisted calibration system
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to alleviate the VCO’s v-to-f nonlinearity. This dissertation not only introduce the
background calibration algorithm but also provides the design flow of highly digital
self-calibrating VCO-based ADCs. Because of the fast scaling of CMOS technology,
the highly digital VCO-based ADC must be one of best ADCs in the future.
1.3 Contribution Overview
To summarize the contribution of the Ph.D. work, this section gives the overview of
the related contribution in detail with corresponding publications.
In paper [10], the fundamental limits on energy efficiency performance of VCO-
based ADCs are introduced, which include the limits from quantization and jitter.
Analysis of a simplified model of the VCO-based ADC approach shows that there
is an opportunity for order-of-magnitude improvement in efficiency F.O.M., with a
quantization limit floor due to process energy per gate transition. Limitation due
to oscillator jitter is expected to be appreciable only for ADC resolutions of order
12-13 bits, depending on process. Simulation results for a reconfigurable VCO-based
ADC show conformance with theoretical predictions.
In paper [11], the specific circuit level design of the proposed highly digital
VCO-based ADC is completed in 65 nm CMOS process. The proposed ADC is
constructed according to split ADC calibratable architecture, and its novel and
straightforward design by combining differential arrangement of VCOs and digital
calibration engine provide another applicable option for VCO-based ADC creation.
The variations of the VCOs v-to-f characteristics are analyzed through Monte Carlo
simulation. The detailed calibration algorithm implementation in the digital circuit
is also introduced. Simulation results in a 65 nm CMOS process show the propsed
VCO-based ADC targeting 13-b resolution can achieve 12.5-b ENOB.
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In paper [12], the related digital calibration system is developed and implemented
for a delay lock loop (DLL) in 28 nm CMOS process. The two-step coarse and fine
digital control circuit is used to mitigate the effects of jitter accumulation iteratively.
The simulation results show the proposed DLL output can achieve ≤ 0.1psrms jitter
clock. The DLL can operate with input clock frequency from 2GHz to 10GHz,
enabling interleaved ADC sampling with a low-jitter sample clock over a 20GHz to
100GHz frequency range.
1.4 Organization
This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 starts with the background of
ADC characteristics and ADC nonideal behaviors. Then, the VCO-based ADC is
investigated including its advantages and disadvantages. After that, the general
“split ADC” concept is introduced briefly. Chapter 3 demonstrates a system archi-
tecture of the VCO-based ADC, providing a whole picture of the design. Then, the
analog front-end of the proposed work is illustrated block by block. It consists of
VCO choice, phase measurement circuits and input ports design implementation.
Chapter 4 shows the background calibration and correction technique in detail, as
well as introduces the design techniques when implementing the algorithm into real
circuits. Chapter 5 introduces the measurement setup including test board design
and test plan. Then, the measurement results are demonstrated in detail with quan-
titative analysis. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the research work presented and
provides possible paths for future investigation in VCO-based ADC area.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 ADC Characterization
Analog-to-digital converter (ADC) translates continuous-time signals into digital
numbers to represent their discrete amplitude. This section introduces fundamental
knowledge of the ADC as well as basic ideals of how an ADC works.
An ADC performs the conversion by sampling the real world analog signal pe-
riodically. The number of conversions that the ADC needs to convert analog input
Figure 2.1: ADC overview
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to a digital code within a specific time is called the sampling rate, fs. For example,
a 1kS/sec ADC collects one thousand samples in a second of time. As we can see in
Figure 2.1, the blue line represents the analog input signal, and the red rectangular
points represent the periodically sampled signal data. The time Ts between two ad-
jacent data points is the conversion time. The sample rate is inversely proportional
to conversion time, fs = 1/Ts.
The resolution of an ADC is the number of output levels of quantizing an analog
signal and it is given in powers of 2 as the output of a ADC comes in binary format.
An N-bit ADC represents the analog input using 2N quantization levels. Right part
of Figure 2.1 shows that the input signal range is divided equally into 2N levels. An
ADC needs a reference voltage to digitize the analog signal and divides the reference
voltage into small quantization levels. The smallest quantization level that ADC can
resolve called the least significant bit (LSB) and it is defined as [13],
LSB =
VFSR
2N
, (2.1)
where VFSR is full scale range (FSR) of input voltage. An ideal ADC transfer
function is illustrated in the above plot in Figure 2.2. The Y-axis represents the
ADC digital output and X-axis is the analog input. The quantized value of the
analog input is represented by the diagonal staircase. The distance between two
successive transition points is defined as 1 LSB.
2.2 ADC Errors
The source of ADC errors which affect the accuracy of ADC when it is transferring
analog signals to the digital domain, can be described by quantization error, gain
error, offset error and nonlinearity error including differential nonlinearity (DNL)
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and integral nonlinearity (INL) [13,14]. They all can be expressed in least significant
bit (LSB) units or sometimes as a percentage of the full scale range.
Figure 2.2: Quantization error
2.2.1 Quantization Error
In an ideal ADC system, when the analog input is quantized to a limited resolution
of digital codes, error can appear between the analog input and the digital output.
For example, a change in the input signal is smaller than the size of the ADC’s
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LSB, that change can not be detected by the converter and then quantization error
occurs.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the quantization error of an ideal ADC. In this example,
the quantization level space is assumed as q. The sawtooth as error signal e(t) is the
difference between the analog input signal and the quantized digital output signal.
The maximum error an ideal ADC makes during the conversion is one half of LSB.
When we treat the quantization error e as having equal probability of lying
anywhere in the range ±q/2, its mean square value is given by,
e2rms =
1
q
∫ q/2
−q/2
e(t)2dq =
q2
12
. (2.2)
For a N-bit ADC, the fullscale analog input sinewave VFS can be expressed as,
VFS = q · 2N−1s˙in(2pift). (2.3)
Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for an ideal N-bit ADC is,
SNR = 20log
VFS,rms
erms
= 6.02N + 1.76dB. (2.4)
It is important to know that in equation (2.2), the RMS quantization error is
estimated over the full Nyquist bandwidth, DC to fs/2, where fs is the sampling fre-
quency. If the signal of interest has a smaller bandwidth (BW) or any noise shaping
method is used to filter out the noise components, then a correction factor (called
process gain) needs to be added to RMS quantization error equation. Therefore this
correction factor results in increased SNR and we have,
SNR = 6.02N + 1.76 + 10log(
fs
2×BW ). (2.5)
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where BW is the bandwidth of interest [13]. The equation (2.5) looks reasonable,
because if sampling rate is larger than twice of input signal bandwidth, more unre-
lated quantization errors are accumulated in equation (2.4). Then a compensation
term is added in equation (2.5).
2.2.2 Gain and Offset Error
The gain error shown in Figure 2.3 is defined as the difference between the nominal
and actual gain points on the transfer function after the offset error has been cor-
rected to zero. For an ADC, the gain point is the midstep value when the digital
output is full scale. The error represents a difference in the slope of the actual and
ideal transfer functions and as such corresponds to the same percentage error in
each step.
Figure 2.3: Gain error
The offset error as shown in Figure 2.4 is defined as the difference between the
nominal and actual offset points. In an ADC, the offset point is the midstep value
when the digital output is zero. This error affects all codes by the same amount and
10
can usually be compensated for by a trimming process [14].
Figure 2.4: Offset error
2.2.3 Differential Nonlinearity (DNL) & Integral Nonlinear-
ity (INL)
The differential nonlinearity error (DNL) shown in Figure 2.5 is the difference be-
tween an actual step width and the ideal value of 1 LSB [13]. Therefore if the step
width is exactly 1 LSB, then the differential nonlinearity error is zero. If the DNL
exceeds 1 LSB, there is a possibility that the converter can become nonmonotonic.
This means that the magnitude of the output gets smaller for an increase in the
magnitude of the input. In an ADC there is also a possibility that there can be
missing codes, for example, one or more of the possible 2N binary codes are never
output.
The integral nonlinearity error (INL) shown in Figure 2.6 is the deviation of the
values on the actual transfer function from a straight line [13]. This straight line can
be either a best fit straight line which is drawn so as to minimize these deviations or
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Figure 2.5: DNL
it can be a line drawn between the end points of the transfer function once the gain
and offset errors have been nullified. The name integral nonlinearity derives from
the fact that the summation of the differential nonlinearities from the bottom up to
a particular step, determines the value of the integral nonlinearity at that step.
Figure 2.6: INL
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2.3 VCO-Based ADC
Many parameters characterize ADC design and performance, ADCs can be broadly
described by:
Resolution Number of bits N in the ADC digital output, resolving the input into
2N quantization levels,
Speed Rate fS at which ADC samples its analog input and updates digital output,
Power Dissipation Power PDISS consumed by the ADC from supply and any
necessary voltage reference,
Architecture The organization of the internal ADC functional blocks.
Design of ADCs is subject to challenging tradeoffs among resolution, speed,
power consumption, and complexity. As a result several different ADC architectures
have evolved, each suited to a different range of performance. The Walden figure-
of-merit (F.O.M.) is commonly used to compare different ADCs, both within and
across architectures, and it is defined by
FOM =
PDISS
fS · 2ENOB
[
J
step
]
. (2.6)
In equation (2.6), resolution is expressed as effective number of bits (ENOB) defined
by
ENOB =
SNDR− 1.76dB
6.02dB
. (2.7)
in which SNDR is the signal-to-(noise+distortion) ratio and is derived from equation
(2.4) .
With the rapid development of ADCs, there are already large variety of different
ADC architectures available for different requirements and applications. For exam-
ple, flash ADCs are usually used in high-speed, low resolution scenarios, while ∆Σ
ADCs are the main choice for high-resolution, low-speed applications. As for the
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theme of this dissertation, power efficiency is the most critical parameter that is
being considered.
Figure 2.7: Walden FOM vs. Speed [4]
As we can see in the Figure 2.7, the Walden FOM vs. Speed of ADC survey
from [4], due to the scaling of CMOS to nanometer dimensions, performance of ADCs
are approaching to the lower value of Walden FOM. This is because the nanometer
CMOS has enabled dramatic improvement in digital power efficiency, with lower
supply voltage and decreased power consumption for logic functions. Thus, a novel
ADC architecture called VCO-based ADC is proposed, which can take advantage
of the high speed performance and low power consumption of nanometer CMOS
technology.
This section consists of following materials: (1) simplified VCO-based ADC
structure and its operating principle, (2) properties of VCO-based ADCs, (3) pre-
vious works of VCO-based ADCs, (4) fundamental limits of VCO-based ADCs, (5)
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nonlinearity of VCO-based ADCs, (6) nonlinearity mitigation techniques.
2.3.1 VCO-Based ADCs Properties
The VCO-based ADC has several important properties making it as a popular can-
didate among other ADCs, especially in current nanometer CMOS technology. A
detailed analysis of VCO-based ADCs’ properties was published in paper [5, 15].
One property of VCO-based ADC is that the continuous time input behaves as
a low-pass filter, which could be considered as an anti-aliasing filter [5]. Compared
with traditional ADCs with discrete time input (sample and hold), it largely im-
proves the ADC’s performance. Ideally, the instantaneous frequency of the VCO
can be expressed as,
fV CO(t) =
KV CO
2pi
· v(t), (2.8)
where KV CO is the VCO gain in radians per second per volt. The phase-to-digital
converter quantizes the VCO phase (i.e., the time integral of the instantaneous
frequency) and generates output samples of the result at times nTs for n = 0, 1,
2,..., where Ts is the counting period.
As we can see in equation (2.9), the nth output sample of the phase to digital
converter in radian is a quantized version of
φ[n] =
∫ nTs
0
KV CO · v(τ)dτ. (2.9)
Equivalently, equation (2.9) can be written as
φ[n] =
n∑
k=1
ω[k] (2.10)
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where ω can be expressed as (by integrating input signal in a constant period of
time)
ω[n] =
∫ nTs
(n−1)Ts
KV CO · v(τ)dτ. (2.11)
If the input signal is a sinusoidal function cos(2pift), where f is the input frequency.
KV CO is constant in the input signal range. If we consider a simple example when
the phase is integrated from 0 to Ts,
ω[1] = KV CO ·
∫ Ts
0
cos(2pifτ)dτ = KV CO · sin(2pifTs)
2pif
. (2.12)
Thus, ω[n] can be considered by passing through a low-pass filter as shown in equa-
tion (2.12). The system of Figure 2.8(b) is, therefore, equivalent to that of Figure
2.8(a). It obtains by sampling a filtered version of the input signal as described
above and implements (2.10) as a discrete time integrator [5].
Another property that makes ring VCO-based ADC superior to other architec-
tures is that the output of a ring VCO is digital in nature. The clock signal toggles
Figure 2.8: Equivalent systems (a) a generic VCO-based ∆Σ modulator, (b) the
cascade of a continuous-time low-pass filter, sampler, quantizer, and digital differ-
entiator [5].
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between two discrete levels, either VDD or GND. This property makes the VCO
a great converter building block which takes advantage of the high performance
nanometer CMOS technology without worrying about the decreasing power sup-
ply. In addition, since the amplitude of the VCO output does not play an essential
role in the quantization process, the architecture greatly reduces the need of addi-
tional analog circuitry such as buffers and amplifiers, reducing chip area and power
consumption.
What’s more, the ring VCO-based ADC can be more reconfigurable than other
structures. From equation (2.13) we see that resolution can be increased simply by
allowing more time TCONV for the conversion process. As long as the analog circuitry
(e.g. Sample & Hold circuit, signal chain bandwidth) are compatible with desired
sample and hold time, no reconfiguration of analog circuitry is required. To realize
performance commensurate with the increased resolution, the digital back end must
be designed with the capability for the maximum resolution required, but pushing
the complexity of this trade-off into the digital domain is preferred in nanometer
scaled CMOS.
In the end, the VCO-based ADC is inherently monotonic, and exhibits good DNL
performance since it does not rely on any matching considerations to maintain local
linearity of the ADC transfer characteristic. But INL performance does depend
on the linearity of the VCO V-to-f characteristic, and will require some kind of
correction.
2.3.2 Other Works of VCO-Based ADCs
There are many different architectures of VCO-based ADC. The main focus of those
works is trying to improve VCO-based ADC linearity.
Table 2.1 summarizes the reported performance for previously and recently pub-
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lished work [16–29]. One technique is to employ the VCO as an integrator in a
∆Σ modulator [17, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25, 27, 30–33]. Since the VCO is inside a feedback
loop, the effects of VCO nonlinearity are reduced. However the technique requires a
digital-to-analog converter (DAC) in the ∆Σ feedback path and/or additional analog
amplifiers; these go against the design philosophy of avoiding analog complexity in
nanometer scaled CMOS. Another technique to improve linearity is to reduce input
signal amplitude to avoid nonlinear portions of the transfer characteristic [34, 35],
which imposes an SNDR penalty by reducing input signal range. Similarly, circuit
techniques such as degeneration to linearize the voltage-to-current characteristic in
a current-starved VCO [36] rely on open-loop analog behavior which is not well
controlled in nanometer scaled CMOS.
Calibration can also be performed, but techniques reported to date use offline
calibration [5, 15, 33, 37, 38] which requires additional precise circuitry and/or the
ADC to be removed from the signal path, or use blind calibration techniques [31]
which place restrictions on the content of the ADC input signal.
Table 2.1: Summary of other works of VCO-based ADCs
Ref. Year Tech fS Bandwidth SNDR Power Wal F.O.M Area
[nm] [MHz] [MHz] [dB] [mW] [fJ/step] [mm2]
[16] 2008 130 950 10 72 40 614 0.42
[17] 2009 130 900 20 78.1 87 330 0.45
[18] 2011 90 640 8 59.1 4.3 366 0.1
[19] 2012 90 600 10 78 16 120 0.41
[20] 2013 65 2400 37.5 70 39 196 0.08
[21] 2014 90 640 5 73.9 4.1 101 0.16
[22] 2014 65 1280 50 64 38 294 0.49
[23] 2014 40 1600 40 66.8 4.98 35 0.16
[24] 2014 180 35 3.5 70 5 272 0.4
[25] 2015 40 1600 40 59.5 2.57 42 0.017
[26] 2015 65 1000 30 65 8.2 94 0.62
[27] 2015 65 1200 50 71.5 54 176 0.5
[28] 2017 180 51.2 2.5 73.4 4.8 244 0.22
[29] 2019 28 5000 1780 45.2 22.7 30.5 0.023
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Figure 2.9: Survey of VCO-based ADCs.
2.3.3 Operating Principle of VCO-Based ADC
A VCO-based ADC is a time-based architecture which uses a VCO as an integrator
converting continuous analog input to VCO phases which are then quantized by
digital measurement circuitry [15].
Figure 2.10 shows a basic and simple VCO-based ADC. A ring VCO is usually
used as the integrator to accumulate the phases since it is monotonic and has much
lower power consumption comparing with other VCO structures like LC oscillator.
The number stages of the VCO is considered according to specific conditions. For
example, for single-ended ring VCO, there should be an odd number of stages. If a
differential ring VCO is used, we can choose even number. A large number of ring
VCO stages could reduce VCO frequency to the following counters, which could
reduce some of the design difficulties such as static timing analysis. However, a
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large number of ring VCO stages will cost more chip area and it might also induce
overtone problems. The detailed discussion will be covered in Chapter 3.
The input vIN of ADC is actually the controlling signal vCTL to the VCO. When
the input analog signal changes its value, it will consequently influence the frequency
Figure 2.10: Simplified VCO-based ADC structure
Figure 2.11: Delay stage of VCO-based ADC
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of VCO. In other words, the control voltage changes the gate propagation delay tPD
or transition speed of phases in the VCO. The frequency-to-digital converter is
essentially a phase measurement circuit: The ring phases φA, φB, φC are sampled
and the number of oscillator cycles is counted. The result at the end of the conversion
time is the ADC output n, the total number of phase transitions observed in the
time TCONV . From the timing diagram in Figure 2.10, the output n is given by
n =
TCONV
tPD
. (2.13)
in which tPD is the ring oscillator gate delay time.
To develop an expression involving vIN , we need the v-to-tPD characteristic of
the delay stage, which depends on the particular circuit architecture being used.
Figure 2.11 shows a current-starved gate architecture, which we will use in this
example. We can approximate the MOSFET drain current iD during the gate delay
time tPD as
iD = Gm · vIN , (2.14)
where Gm is the slope of the VGS to ID relationship or transconductance for the
MCTL MOSFETs.
To develop the simplified operating principle of the VCO-based ADC, we tem-
porarily make the assumption that this relationship is linear. Techniques for miti-
gating the effects of nonlinearity will be described in the following chapters. For a
conservative approximation of the gate propagation delay, we apply charge conser-
vation as the gate output drives the total load capacitance CL over a peak-to-peak
voltage swing of VDD in time tPD with drain current iD as
iD =
CL · VDD
tPD
(2.15)
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Combining equations (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) gives for the output n,
n =
TCONV
CL/Gm
· vIN
VDD
. (2.16)
From (2.16), it indicates that the output n is proportional to the input vIN , which
is the desired relationship for an ADC, building a bridge from continuous analog
input to discrete digital codes.
2.3.4 VCO-Based ADCs Nonideality
Although VCO-based ADCs have attractive advantages and properties, there still
exist a critical challenge to be solved before it can be used as a good ADC. Ideally, to
build a workable ADC, we need to have a linear relation between analog input and
digital output. In VCO-based ADC, the bridge from analog to digital is between
Figure 2.12: V-to-f characteristics of 17-stage single-ended VCO in 180nm CMOS
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VCO controlling input and VCO ouput phases, which is called voltage-to-frequency
characteristics. However, the v-to-f relationship is not linear as we expected.
Figure 2.12 shows the voltage-to-frequency characteristic of a 17-stage single-
ended VCO, the structure of this VCO is demonstrated in section 3.2.2. When VCO
input voltage is tuning from 0.8 to 1.8 V, the VCO’s output frequency is increasing
in a nonlinear form. This phenomenon can also be expressed in a mathematical way,
the VCO gain KV CO is no longer a constant, and it should be considered as value
which will change according to the tuning region,
KV CO(f) =
∂fV CO
∂Vin
. (2.17)
This directly induces the nonlinearity into the ADC system, which highly degrades
both static and AC performance of VCO-based ADC. Thus, mitigating the nonlin-
earity of v-to-f characteristics becomes the most important and challenging work in
designing a good VCO-based ADC. In the later chapters, detailed design consider-
ation of how to solve this problem will be demonstrated including both analog and
digital techniques.
2.3.5 Fundamental Limits on VCO-Based ADCs
This section investigates the fundamental limit achievable for efficiency of the VCO-
based approach [10]. In the following subsections, the quantitative analysis of the
VCO-based ADC will be demonstrated.
Quantization Limited
Before we start to analyze the VCO-based approach, we adopt the following as-
sumptions: (1) VCO jitter is negligible over conversion time TCONV . (2) Linearity
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has been corrected such that ENOB is limited by unshaped quantization noise. (3)
Power consumption is dominated by VCO. (4) Time resolution is limited by the
gate delay tPD (no phase interpolation used)
An advantage of analyzing the simplified VCO-based ADC of Figure 2.10 with
these assumptions is that we can develop a simple expression for the fundamental
limit on the efficiency figure-of-merit, defined as
FOM =
Power
fs · 2ENOB . (2.18)
To find this limit we need the power dissipation, sampling frequency, and effective
resolution.
The worst-case maximum power dissipation will occur for the maximum current
iD, which from (2.15) will occur for the minimum gate delay tPD(MIN):
iD(MAX) =
CL · VDD
tPD(MIN)
(2.19)
which gives for Power,
Power = iD(MAX) · VDD = CL · V
2
DD
tPD(MIN)
. (2.20)
To find the limit of best achievable performance for the effective-number-of-bits
expression 2ENOB, we will use the ADC resolution nMAX , the maximum number of
counts n. Using tPD(MIN) in equation (2.13) we have,
nMAX =
TCONV
tPD(MIN)
. (2.21)
Combining equation (2.18), (2.20), (2.21),
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CL · V 2DD
tPD(MIN)
· TCONV · tPD(MIN)
TCONV
⇒ FOM = CL · V 2DD (2.22)
The result in equation (2.22) also indicates benefits of the VCO-based ADC
approach:
(1) Scaling friendly: the ADC efficiency F.O.M. from (2.22) is the same as the
energy per gate transition figure of merit, the reduction of which is the goal of
digital scaling. Also, from equation (2.21), we see that achievable resolution in a
given conversion time TCONV will improve as tPD(MIN) decreases at smaller geometry
nodes.
(2) Reconfigurable resolution: equation (2.21) we see that resolution can be
increased simply by allowing more time TCONV for the conversion process. No
reconfiguration of analog circuitry is required.
(3) Efficiency F.O.M. is independent of resolution: from (2.22) we see that the
efficiency figure-of-merit depends only on the supply voltage VDD and the gate load
capacitance CL. So if the ADC is reconfigured for a different point in the speed-
resolution trade-off space, the efficiency F.O.M. should be unchanged.
VCO Jitter Limited
In general, the quantization noise portion of SNDR can be improved by increasing
ADC resolution. The ability to trade an increase in conversion time for improved
resolution without reconfiguring hardware is an advantage of this technique. As
resolution increases, however, at some point noise performance will be limited by
some fundamental aspect of the analog to digital conversion process. In this case,
since we have moved A/D conversion into the time domain, a possible limit on ADC
noise performance is oscillator jitter. Jitter-limits the ability of the VCO to measure
time accurately. In this section we drop the assumption of negligible VCO jitter;
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this can be considered a time domain approach complementary to the frequency
domain approach of [15].
Figure 2.13: Jitter accumulation in ring oscillaor
Figure 2.13 shows how jitter accumulates over a time interval ∆T . For a VCO-
based ADC, the time delay ∆T in equation (2.23) is the conversion time TCONV .
Since the jitter in separate delay stages is caused by noise in different MOS devices,
we can assume the added noise in each stage to be independent, so the RMS jitter
increases proportional to the square root of delay [39, 40] and can be characterized
by a figure of merit κ,
σ∆T = κ
√
∆T . (2.23)
The difficulty with noise occurs as we attempt to increase resolution nMAX by
lengthening TCONV as indicated in equation (2.21). From equation (2.21) and Figure
2.13 we can see that the rms jitter of the VCO will also keep increasing. To find the
contribution of jitter to ADC noise as TCONV increases, we express the time error
of in ADC counts n by dividing by the gate delay tPD,
σn =
σ∆T
tPD
=
κ
√
TCONV
tPD
. (2.24)
For a worst-case analysis, the maximum noise occurs with the minimum tPD in
(2.24); using equation (2.21) gives,
σn =
κ
√
TCONV√
tPD
· √nMAX . (2.25)
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In reference [40], κ for a full swing CMOS delay is approximated as,
κ = 2
√
kT
iDVDD
(2.26)
in which k is Boltzmanns constant and T is absolute temperature. Combining
equations (2.26), (2.25), (2.15),
σn = 2
√
kT
CLV 2DD
√
nMAX , (2.27)
showing that the noise contribution due to jitter will increase as the square root of
the target resolution nMAX .
To find the resolution at which the noise effect of jitter becomes appreciable,
define n∗MAX as the resolution for which the rms noise due to jitter is just equal to
the ADC quantization noise of 1/
√
12 LSB,
1/
√
12 = 2
√
kT
CLV 2DD
√
n∗MAX ⇒ n∗MAX ≈
CLV
2
DD
48kT
(2.28)
Evaluating (2.28) with CL and VDD suggesting that that jitter will limit noise per-
formancefor resolution above log2 (6590) = 12.7 bits.
Further interpreting the result in (2.28) shows:
(1) The dimensionless quantity n∗MAX in (2.28) is the result of a ratio of two
energies: the energy of the switching event CLV
2
DD relative to the random thermal
energy kT . This makes intuitive sense since the noise effect of jitter will be of less
concern as the random thermal energy is a small fraction of the switching energy
which determines the time domain behavior of the delay stage.
(2) As switching energy per transition decreases with scaling, we expect the
resolution n∗MAX to decrease, meaning that jitter will affect performance at lower
ENOB.
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The limit in equation (2.28) was developed assuming a thermal noise jitter model.
For channel lengths less than 100nm, it is likely that 1/f effects [41] and/or excess
noise [42, 43] will contribute additional noise beyond the prediction of equation
(2.28).
2.4 Nonlinearity Mitigation Techniques
To design a good VCO-based ADC, the major work is to solve the nonlinearity of
v-to-f characteristics of VCO. As shown in Figure 2.14, we can see the organization
of architecture choices for VCO-based ADC.
Figure 2.14: Organization of architecture choices for VCO-based ADC
Firstly, there are two choices for input ports: continuous or discrete time input.
For the continuous time input, the average value of signal during every conversion
time is used as the input voltage to ADC. While for the discrete time input, a fixed
value of signal at every conversion time is sampled as the input voltage.
According to the sample rate of the ADC, the ADC architecture can be divided
into oversampling ADC or Nyquist ADC. Then, the detailed structure of VCO-based
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ADC can be further decided. In the third row of Figure 2.14, “All/almost-all-digital”
block represents that the VCO-based ADC has only very simple analog circuitry,
such as single-ended ring VCO, and the most other parts are digital circuits. “Some
A, some D” and “Big A, little D” blocks represent the ADC structure has some
complex analog circuits, while digital circuits are simplified. For example, the most
popular VCO-based ADC architecture nowadays is the oversampling ADC by using
a Σ∆ loop to mitigate the nonlinearity of VCO v-to-f characteristics, which locates
in the “Some A, some D” or “Big A, little D” section.
Furthermore, to deal with the VCO v-to-f nonlinearity, designing a “good enough”
linear analog circuit might not be a smart and visionary option in the future sub-
nanometer CMOS era. Calibration methods including background or foreground
calibration are a relatively hot topic. Although the foreground cal is much easier,
it does not provide real-time adaption to the temperature changing or other unpre-
dictable process influence. Therefore, the background calibration technique is more
attractive.
Under the background calibration category, there are also various kinds of cali-
bration algorithms. For example, the “split ADC” based calibratable system which
is used in this work is one of the most achievable and efficient algorithms [1]. Addi-
tionally, the algorithm using replica VCOs published in [5] is another very interesting
and excellent work.
In this work, in order to hit the highly digital, low power consumption target,
the following architecture is investigated: continuous time input, Nyquist sampling,
almost all digital background calibration assistant system based on “split ADC”
structure.
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2.5 Split ADC Concept
In this section, the general idea of how “split ADC” based calibratable system is
discussed. Figure 2.15 shows the concept of the general “split ADC architecture
[1–3]: the ADC is split into two channels, each converting the same input vIN and
producing individual output codes xA and xB. The average of the two outputs is
the ADC output code x. The background calibration signal is developed from the
difference ∆x between codes xA and xB and is completely transparent to converter
operation in the output code signal path.
Figure 2.15: Split ADC architecture
If both ADCs are correctly calibrated, the two outputs will agree and the dif-
ference ∆x will be zero. In the presence of nonzero differences, the pattern of
disagreements in ∆x can be examined in an error estimation process to adjust cali-
bration parameters in each ADC, driving the difference and the ADC errors to zero.
In the split ADC approach calibration and correction are performed entirely in the
digital domain, without interrupting normal ADC operation.
The “split ADC” was originally developed by professor John McNeill and his
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collaborators Michael Coln and Brian Larrivee from Analog Devices [1–3]; a similar
technique was developed independently by Moon and Li at Oregon State [44]. An
indication of quality and impact of this technique is the broad range of published
work using the “split ADC” approach developed by other investigators.
While the original work [1–3] was for an algorithmic (cyclic) ADC architecture,
work has also been published applying the “split ADC” concept to architectures such
as pipeline [44–64], oversampling [65–69], flash [70], folding [71], interleaved [72,73]
and SAR [74–77] ADCs. Over a broad range of the speed-resolution-architecture
ADC trade-off space, there are examples in the literature in which the “split ADC”
approach enables fast digital background self-calibration. The proposed work would
be the first to extend the advantages of the “split ADC” approach to VCO-based
ADCs. As will be shown later, this will enable drastically improved power efficiency
by moving all calibration and correction into the digital domain, allowing VCO-
based ADCs to fully realize the promise of nanometer scaled CMOS while avoiding
the performance trade-offs and disadvantages of the calibration techniques.
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Chapter 3
Analog Front-End Design
This chapter describes the analog front-end design of the proposed VCO-based ADC.
Firstly, the system architecture of the proposed VCO-based ADC is introduced.
Secondly, the analysis and choice of the VCO architecture is discussed. After that,
the customized phase measurement circuits including ripple counters, uniform phase
detector and phase decoder are demonstrated in detail for this specific VCO-based
ADC application. The differential output buffers which are used to improve the
driving ability of VCO outputs are also shown. In the end, the overall architecture
of the whole analog front end will be demonstrated
3.1 System Architecture of the proposed VCO-
Based ADC
First of all, this section gives a whole picture of the overall VCO-based ADC system
architecture of the proposed VCO-based ADC. The system block diagram is shown
in Figure 3.1. For the calibratable “split ADC” architecture [1–3], there are two
identical ADC channels in the systems, called ADC “A” and ADC “B”. They are
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absolutely the same. In the each ADC “A” or ADC “B”, there are two identical
VCOs in a differential configuration. This structure is chosen because the differential
signal path can suppress even order harmonics (as shown in Figure 5.11). In other
words, it can improve the linearity of v-to-f characteristics and reduces the workload
for the digital calibration system.
Under the single-ended condition, the analog input range is from 0.8 to 1.8V
and the corresponding VCO frequency is roughly from 10 to 310 MHz (To have a
large input signal swing, the maximum input is equal to the supply voltage. The
minimum input is the one that can just make the ring start to oscillate). Thus,
for the differential configuration, the differential input is from -1 to +1 V, and the
differential VCO frequency is from −300 to +300 MHz. The input dynamic range
increases as well as the v-to-f linearity. However, the power consumption is doubled.
In fact, there is a trade-off between power and ENOB. This depends on the specific
application, but in general, to make Walden F.O.M remain the same or smaller, the
ENOB should increase at least 1 bit if the power is doubled. Thus, the question is
if the differential configuration for v-to-f linearity improvement could bring another
1 bit ENOB, or if it can improve calibration speed, chip area and other system
performance.
In fact, one of the important reasons to choose the differential configuration
in this work, is to improve the input signal bandwidth. As discussed in the last
chapter, it will be faster for calibration to reach convergence if the input signal is
slow, as it means the LUT can built in a more continuous way without skipping
lots of LUT locations. Thus, if the differential signal path enables a relatively linear
relationship between voltage and VCO output frequency, under the same calibration
time requirement as a single-ended system, the input signal bandwidth can be larger.
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Figure 3.1: System Architecture of the VCO-based ADC
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3.2 VCO Choice for VCO-Based ADC
This subsection mainly discusses the choice of VCO architecture for the usage in
VCO-based ADC. It will start from introduction of different types of VCOs with
analysis of their advantages and disadvantages. Then, according to this proposed
VCO-based ADC work’s requirement and application scenarios, the main reason of
choosing a ring VCO will be given. In the end, the implementation of the VCO on
chip will be shown in detail.
3.2.1 LC Oscillator
LC oscillator is a well-known VCO topology that is famous for its performance in
phase noise [78]. The oscillation frequency is determined primarily by its resonant
LC tank. And the LC oscillator could be tuned by varing an element value, such
as a voltage controlled capacitance like varactor. However, in this work, the LC
oscillator is not chosen for the following reasons,
(1) This VCO-based ADC work is focusing on the low power consumption target.
Though the LC oscillator could provide very good jitter performance, it is not
suitable for this application condition because the large bias current required by LC
oscillator (which cost lots of power) goes against the original goal of this project.
The ring oscillator’s moderate jitter performance is good enough for this VCO-based
ADC design requirement.
(2) LC oscillator requires much larger chip area than a ring oscillator because
of its resonant LC tank. In this highly digital system, the die area is supposed as
small as possible and the large integrated inductors are to be avoided.
(3) The tuning in LC oscillator by varying capacitance of varactors is not as
straightforward as in ring VCO, which need only control its input gate voltage.
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The indirect tuning method of the LC oscilator will induce some unexpected design
issues. For example, due to this work’s calibration algorithm requirement, small
dithers need to be added at the input ports, which can be a big problem if using an
LC VCO.
(4) Another advantage of this novel highly digital VCO-based ADC is its scalling
friendly merit. As CMOS technology is moving to nanometer very fast from 65nm to
28nm or even 7nm these days, simple analog circuitry with digital systems support-
ing will be the main trend. It is a big requirement that the design could be re-usable
in different CMOS technologies, however, LC oscillator due to its resonance reason,
it usually needs to be re-designed when moving to new technology.
3.2.2 Ring Oscillator
Another common type of oscillator is the ring oscillator. Figure 3.2 shows the
simplest 3-stage, single-ended ring oscillator. The delay stage is usually created by
a CMOS inverter as shown in Figure 3.3. Its oscillation frequency is determined by
the propagation delay tPD of each delay stage. Thus ring VCO output frequency
can be expressed as,
fvco =
1
2 ·N · tPD (3.1)
where N is the number of ring VCO stages.
However, due to different characteristics of NMOS and PMOS (for example,
difference of carrier mobility of electron and holes, mismatches in two transistors) in
the inverter as shown in Figure 3.3, the gate delay actually could be separated into
two different delays, trise and tfall. The paths through PMOS and NMOS are not
ideally the same, therefore, the equivalent path resistance of PMOS and NMOS will
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Figure 3.2: 3-stage single-ended ring oscillator
be slightly different. trise represents the delay time when the inverter transitions
from a low voltage level to a high voltage level. tfall represents the delay time when
the inverter transitions from a high voltage level to a low voltage level. Though
it seems not a big problem as seen in the VCO’s output frequency, it is a critical
challenge if the VCO-based ADC requires a high resolution. The specific design of
uniform phase sampling will be explained in the later sections.
Figure 3.3: Delay stage of 3-stage single-ended ring oscillator
Now, if we differentiate gate delay tPD by using trise and tfall, the output fre-
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Figure 3.4: Waveform of 3-stage single-ended ring oscillator
quency of ring VCO can be expressed as,
fvco =
1
N · (trise + tfall) . (3.2)
To explain the transition condition more carefully, an example of a 3-stage,
single-ended ring VCO output waveform is displayed in Figure 3.4. The A, B, C
nodes represent a short period of the output waveform of the 3-stage, single-ended
ring VCO output as shown in Figure 3.2. The numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 represent
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the total transition phase conditions in one clock period. As we can see in Figure
3.4, when the clock waveform transfers from a low voltage level in node A to a high
voltage level in node B, there is a rising time delay between node A and node B,
thus a phase condition 0 is created. Similarly, when the clock waveform transfers
from a high voltage level in node B to a low voltage level in node C, there is a falling
time delay between node B and node C, thus, a phase condition 1 is created. Thes
rising and falling time gate delays will appear alternatively and finally create a full
clock period.
In this specific 3-stage ring oscillator case, a full clock period Tclock can be ex-
pressed as,
Tclock = trise + tfall + trise + tfall + trise + tfall (3.3)
and it could be summarized as,
Tclock = 3 · trise + 3 · tfall = n · (trise + tfall) (3.4)
where N = 3, and Tclock = 1 / fV CO
There may provoke a question: why a full clock is built by 2 ·N gate delays?
The most straightforward answer is the clock period represents a pattern. However,
this is actually related to an interesting overtone issue which will be discussed in
the next subsection about how to choose number of stages in ring oscillator.
Compared with the LC oscillator, ring oscillator may not have better jitter per-
formance [40], however, the advantages of ring oscillator are matching the proposed
VCO-based ADC design:
(1) Low power: because ring oscillator only consumes power when a transition
happens, there are no other passive components or large static currents burning
power.
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(2) Small area: ring oscillator is consist of only simple inverters which are built
by PMOS and NMOS, no large integrated inductors or capacitors are needed. This
significantly reduces die area requirements.
(3) Easy Tuning: there are quite a lot of ways to tune the frequency of a ring
oscillator. For example, by controlling the transition current or supply voltage,
which are both direct and simple.
(4) Scaling friendly: ring oscillators are much simpler to be re-designed than LC
oscillators when moving from one CMOS technology to another. It typically involves
changing the ratio of widths and lengths in PMOS and NMOS to make them stay
balanced. What’s more, for the case in the ultra small nanometer CMOS technology,
ring oscillator is also very easy to implement by creating a positive closed loop of
inverters without consideration of other complex questions in LC oscillator.
Thus, according to the requirements of VCO-based ADC design, a ring voltage
controlled oscillator is chosen over an LC oscillator. In the following subsection,
design considerations and real chip implementation is explained.
Number of Stages in a Ring VCO
Figure 3.5: Feedback system
An oscillator is actually a unity gain negative feedback system, as displayed in
Figure 3.5. The relation of output and input can be given as,
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Vout
Vin
(s) =
H(s)
1 +H(s)
. (3.5)
However, the difference between an oscillator and a normal negative feedback system
is that its loop gain satisfies two conditions,
|H(s)| ≥ 1 (3.6a)
6 H(s) = 180◦ (3.6b)
It can be explained that oscillators could start to oscillate when the forward gain is
large enough and the the total phase shift is actually 360◦. Thus, the first thing for
considering to design a simple ring oscillator is the number of stages, which directly
decides the gain and phase shift in oscillator.
For single-ended ring VCOs, the number of delay stages should be odd numbers
like 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, etc. An even number of delay stages could make a single-ended
VCO output locked, which means at every output of the ring VCO, the voltage level
is stable. On the other hand, for differential ring VCOs, even and odd number of
delay stages could both be used because the differential output of two VCOs can be
swapped to avoid locking problem.
There are some other practical considerations beyond theoretical reasons. For
example, the ring VCO will usually be followed by a digital counter to collect the
number of clock periods. However, a small number of delay stages will make the
VCO output frequency very large, as defined in equation (3.2): when N is small,
fV CO will be a large value. It could cause a very big problem since the digital
circuits may not pass static timing analysis (STA). A very high output frequency
may unecessarily increase the difficulties in the following digital circuit design.
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However, to design a good high speed and high resolution VCO-based ADC,
counting the number of clock period is not enough; all of the phase transitions
should be collected. This will be a challenge; the standard cell of D flip flops may
not meet the requirement, and customized fast flip flops are needed to handle tiny
setup and hold time window. One important point to remember is, if we are counting
transition numbers in a constant time at one same output node of a ring oscillator,
result is constant,
n =
TCONV
tPD
(3.7)
where TCONV is the constant counting time (or, the conversion time), and tPD is
the gate delay.
Another significant and interesting design issues related to number of delay stages
in ring VCO is called “overtone”. For the single-ended ring oscillator case, the
issue usually happens for an odd, composite number of delay stages. Recall the
formula which be used to calculate VCO output frequency in (3.2), when the VCO
architecture and CMOS technology are the same (gate delay of VCO is the same),
then, if a 3-stage ring VCO’s clock period is T clk 3, another 9-stage ring VCO’s
clock period should be T clk 9 = 3 · T clk 3. In Figure 3.6, the waveforms of 9-stage
and 3-stage ring oscillator are shown, the period of 9-stage ring oscillator is 3 times
of that in 3-stage.
According to this special case analysis, the general case could be derived. As-
suming there is a odd composite number k = p · q, then the output clock period of
two ring oscillators (everything is the same but number of ring stages), with k stages
and p stages, will have the relationship as follows,
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Figure 3.6: Waveform of 3-stage and 9-stage single-ended ring osc
T clk k =
k
p
· T clk p = q · T clk p. (3.8)
According to the work in [79] and the above analysis, a ring oscillator with com-
posite number of delay stages may have higher harmonic components besides its
own fundamental frequency. These unexpected harmonics will introduce noise into
the whole ADC system. Therefore prime numbers of delay stages are preferred.
Thus, in this chip implementation, the number of delay stages in ring oscillator is
17. Because 17 is a relatively large stage number which do not require very high
speed counter to collect the output transitions and it is also a prime number to
avoid overtone issues.
Tuning Method in Ring VCO
To use a ring oscillator in VCO-based ADC, we need to add some tuning techniques
to change the simple oscillator to a voltage controlled oscillator, whose gate delay
transition time could be tuned with an input signal. As shown in equation (3.2), for
a constant conversion period, to change the digital output counts n the only choice
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in ring oscillator is to change the gate delay, tPD.
Figure 3.7: Delay stage of current starved VCO
There are several ways to control the gate delay of a ring oscillator. The first
one is to control the current strength which charges and discharges the load of each
inverter. This topology is referred as the current-starved VCO. Figure 3.7 shows a
simplified view of a delay stage of a current-starved VCO. The two additional MOS-
FETs work as current sinks and sources, and are controlled by the input voltage.
Thus, the transient drain current when the transition happens could be limited. In
other words, the inverter is starved for current as it could not get enough current
from supply voltage. The total sum of the output capacitor of the first stage and
the input capacitor of the second stage can be modeled as a load capacitor CL. The
time it takes to charge and discharge CL depends on the drain current IDP and IDN ,
respectively. These time delays are actually the same as trise and tfall.
Another similar option is to change the gate delay by controlling the supply
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voltage. The supply voltage not only influences the charging drain current but also
the output swing of the oscillator. However, these kinds of two combination tuning
will introduce nonlinearity into the ADC system and is not usually used.
Instead of changing the charging and discharging current strength, the time
delay is also dependent on the load capacitance. Thus, another method is to vary
the propagation delay by changing the output capacitive load CL. This variation
in load capacitance can be realized by one or more voltage dependent capacitors
called a varactor. A reverse-bias PN junction can serve as a varactor which has
capacitance [80],
Cvar =
C0
(1− V/ΦB)m (3.9)
where C0 is a zero bias capacitance, V is the applied voltage, ΦB is the built in
voltage of the junction, and m is a value typically between 0.3 and 0.5 [80]. Adding
a varactor diode increases the load capacitance, directly affecting the tuning range
of the VCO. Additionally, the nonlinear relationship between controlled voltage and
the varactor diode capacitance translates into the nonlinearity of the VCO.
Ring VCO Architecture
Until now, the details design of VCO’s gate delay, tuning method are discussed.
The next step is to analyze the applied ring VCO architecture while considering
the benefit of the whole ADC system performance. There are many ways to imple-
ment a ring VCO such as single-ended, true differential, source-coupled and other
architecture. By upholding the design target of low-power, small area and scaling
friendly, the pseudo differential ring VCO architecture is used on chip as we can see
in Figure 3.8.
In Figure 3.9, the delay stage of is displayed in detail. The two middle gray
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Figure 3.8: Pseudo differential ring VCO
Figure 3.9: Delay stage of pseudo differential ring VCO
inverters are used to lock the pseudo differential ring oscillator in a 180◦ phase
difference, and the size of these two inverters should be the small. Because if their
size is comparable with the two outside large inverters, they will influence the VCO’s
output frequency. Actually, the middle two inverters are usually designed in the
smallest size and the main inverters for the ring oscillation are in a proper larger
size. Thus, the total power consumption of the pseudo differential ring VCO will
be small. A large tail transistor is used to limit the current of the whole oscillator.
It could improve the noise performance of the ring oscillator by blocking it from
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supply noises.
The most important reason to use the pseudo differential ring VCO is the need
to have uniform phase quantization by checking only rising edge or only falling edge
of the VCO transition. Recall the equation that represents the VCO’s frequency in
(3.2), because of the different characteristics of NMOS and PMOS, and the other
mismatches in the charging and discharging paths, the rising delay time trise and
the falling delay time tfall are different. If we use single-ended ring VCO, we need to
check the rising and falling time alternatively, which can induce large noises because
of non-uniformed phase quantization. However, since the two output signals of the
pseudo differential VCO are 180◦ out of phase, we can check only the falling time or
only the rising time by sampling the two ring oscillator outputs alternatively. This
method will be explained more carefully in section 3.3.2.
3.3 Phase Measurement Circuit
To build a VCO-based ADC, besides the design of VCO as an integrator, a phase
measurement circuit is also required to transfer the VCO frequency or phase into
discrete digital codes. In this section, the detailed design of the phase measurement
circuit is described. The phase measurement circuit is consist of digital counter,
Figure 3.10: Simplified VCO-based ADC structure
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phase detector, phase decoder and output buffer.
Figure 3.10 shows a basic VCO-based ADC structure. The phase measurement
circuits measures the ring VCO’s phase through the combination of VCO’s output
frequency and VCO’s phase. There are other measurement choices available depends
on the application requirement. For example, for the requirement of large input
bandwidth, the phases of VCO are sampled within one VCO clock cycle and there
is no digital counter needed to count the VCO’s output frequency. [28]
In this work, the VCO’s output frequency and VCO’s phase are measured at
the same time. This combination method allows the phase measurement circuits to
have greater range and precision.
3.3.1 Digital Up Counter
The digital counter is used to transfer the phase to digital codes by measuring the
VCO’s output frequency. Though it seems that the design could be as simple as
a digital counter with several lines of Verilog HDL code, there are actually some
very important design techniques for this low power consumption VCO-based ADC
application. There are two main counter architectures to discuss, synchronous and
asynchronous counters
Synchronous Counter
Synchronous counters are synchronous because the clock input of the flip-flops are
all clocked together at the same time with the same clock signal. Due to this
common clock pulse all output states change simultaneously. With all clock inputs
wired together there is no inherent propagation delay (as we can see in Figure 3.12).
Synchronous counters are sometimes called parallel counters as the clock is fed in
parallel to all flip-flops. The inherent memory circuit keeps track of the counters
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Figure 3.11: Synchronous 3 bit counter using D Flip Flops
Figure 3.12: Waveform of synchronous 3 bit counter
present state. The count sequence is controlled using logic gates. As shown in Figure
3.11, there are some additional blocks “logic A”, “logic B” and “logic C”. These
blocks add complexity and power consumption.
Asynchronous Counter
Asynchronous counters can easily be made by solely using D-type flip-flops. They
are called asynchronous counters because the clock input of the flip-flops are not
all driven by the same clock signal. Each output in the chain depends on a change
in state from the previous flip-flops output. Asynchronous counters are sometimes
called ripple counters because the data appears to “ripple” from the output of one
flip-flop to the input of the next. A drawback of an asynchronous counter is when
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Figure 3.13: Asynchronous 3 bit counter using D Flip Flops
Figure 3.14: Waveform of asynchronous 3 bit counter
counting a large number of bits, propagation delay by successive stages may become
undesirably large, as we can see in Figure 3.14.
In this proposed VCO-based ADC, the asynchronous ripple counter is chosen, be-
cause it can provide super low power consumption comparing with the synchronous
counter. Even though the synchronous counter could provide the synchronous clock
edge toggling, we do not actually care about this advantage in our VCO-based ADC
application. We only care if the counter could provide the VCO phase transition
number correctly with low power consumption. Therefore, asynchronous counter is
a better candidate here. However, we do need to account for some time to let the
ripple counter settle down before we try to sample the transition number.
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3.3.2 Phase Sampler & Decoder
The phase sampler block is used to capture the phase state of VCO. In combination
with the VCO frequency, the phase state within one VCO clock period can further
increase the ADC resolution. In other words, instead of just counting the clock
edges of VCO output, we can now also collect the transition phases of VCO.
The detailed design of phase sampler should be carefully considered. In Figure
3.15 shows an ideal case of pseudo differential VCO output swing, it looks symmetric
and beautiful. However, in Figure 3.16, the realistic swing represents lots of undesir-
able features. For example, the maximum swing is not as high as VDD, there might
even be a case that the output swing is lower than the digital threshold. What’s
more, since the rising and falling time of VCO clock edges are varying, if we keep
checking rising and falling edges like in a single-ended cases, the phase quantization
will be nonuniform.
Figure 3.15: Ideal pseudo differential swing
Figure 3.16: Practical pseudo differential swing
Firstly we will add a output buffer after the VCO to solve the low swing issues,
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the output buffer will be discussed in a later section 3.3.3. For the nonuniform
quantization problem, we adopt a method from [5], as we can see an simplified 5-
stage pseudo differential ring VCO case in Figure 3.21. By checking only falling edges
of this 5-stage VCO (in fact, we check the two VCOs alternatively in this differential
architecture), the 10 states is uniformly quantized. The digital implementating of
17-stage pseudo differential VCO is shown in Figure 3.22.
In addition, for high speed applications, there is another serious issue called
“Metastability”. The VCO may oscillate at very high speed, however, the standard
cell D flip flop in digital library can not operate fast enough for sampling. In other
words, the setup and hold time window of the standard D flip flop is longer than
the gate delay, thus the standard D flip flop can not detect the exact correct phase
states. We need to design a customized fast flip flop to sample the phases, and at
the same time, we may need design other digital decision circuits for metastability
recovery.
The phase decoder block is used to combine the VCO’s output frequency and
VCO’s phase information together. In one conversion period, phase sampler samples
twice, at the beginning and the end respectively (to collect the difference of phase
transferring in one conversion). An asynchronous counter (ripple counter) is used
to count the clock cycles. The total number of transitioned phases Ntotal phase can
be expressed as
Ntotal phase = 2 ·Nstage · Cclock +Dphase difference, (3.10)
where Nstage is number of VCO stages, Cclock is the counted number of VCO clock
cycles and Ddifferential phase is the phase code difference between initial state and
final state in one conversion period.
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3.3.3 Output Buffer
Figure 3.17: Output buffer of pseudo differential ring VCO
Before integrating the ring VCO and the phase measurement circuits, we need
to consider their influence to each other. Directly connecting VCOs with phase
measurement circuits may induce unpredictable problems. For instance, the driving
ability of the output of VCO may be too weak to drive the ripple counter, or
sometimes VCO’s output swing is smaller than digital threshold voltage. To avoid
these issues, differential analog buffers are applied between the two blocks to enhance
the driving strength of the VCO output and stretch the small output swing to full
scale. In Figure 3.17 shows a simple schematic of differential buffer.
However, there is no free lunch. The output buffer will also increase the power
consumption. Thus, we my want to use switches to open and close buffers to save
power. Also, the buffers take some more area on chip.
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3.4 Input Ports
Input ports are another important design block in this VCO-based ADC design.
As we know from Chapter 2, this work is enabled by “Split ADC” architecture,
the first part of the background calibration is to add small dither to each channel,
allowing the two identical ADC “A” and ADC “B” to be split. Here comes the
critical problem: because the proposed background calibration is started with the
split two ADC channels, any nonlinearity in the added dither will not be “seen”
by the calibration algorithm. In other words, the errors that induced from the
input ports can not be reduced or mitigated by calibration algorithm. However, the
differential configuration adopted in each channel can alleviate this problem.
3.4.1 Discrete-Time Input
Sample and hold (S&H) circuits are traditional analog circuits for ADC input signal
sampling. However, due to the requirements of this proposed VCO-based ADC
limitation, classical S&H circuits are not very suitable. For this specific application,
Figure 3.18: Sample & Hold with dither implementation
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the background calibration needs input signal to train the LUT. Therefore, a wider
input range could give better calibration performance. Additionally a wider input
range can also increase the ADC’s dynamic range. Thus, a bootstrapped sample
and hold circuit is used in this work [81]. It can not only provide a full scale of
input swing but also give a reliable environment for adding dither technique which
is required for the digital background calibration.
In Figure 3.18, the block diagram of the S&H circuit is presented. CH is the large
hold capacitor and CD are small capacitors for adding dither. The CD capacitors
are built in a binary form for fast capacitance varation. As we can see in the figure,
capacitors in CD is controlled by a switch. “PRN” is the pseudo random number
created by digital circuits and “Bit Enable” is the digital control signal.
The S&H circuit operates as follows. Firstly, the switch of S&H is closed during
the “sample” period, and at the same time, the CD is connecting to ground,
Vout,sample = Vin, Qtotal = (CH + CD) · V (3.11)
After some time, the switch is open in “hold” period, and at the same time, CD is
connecting to V(ref). According to “charge reservation”, we can get,
Vout,hold · CH + (Vout,hold − Vref ) · CD = (CH + CD) · Vout,sample. (3.12)
Therefore, from equation (3.11) and (3.12), the final output voltage is,
Vout,hold =
CD
CD + CH
· Vref + Vout,sample = CD
CD + CH
· VDD + Vin. (3.13)
In the equation (3.13), the dither is successfully added into input signal. To
avoid the integrated noise caused by small capacitor, we usually prefer a larger
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capacitance, about 1pF. A larger capacitor can not only suppress kT
C
noise, but
also reduce the droop voltage in the hold period. The smallest capacitance of hold
capacitor CH is limited by the ADC resolution,
kT
C
≤ 1
2
· VFS
2N
(3.14)
where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, VFS is the full
scale range of input voltage and N is the ADC resolution
3.4.2 Continuous-Time Input
Comparing with the discrete-time input, the continuous-time input is much simpler.
Because it is just built with resisters as shown in Figure 3.19,
Figure 3.19: CT input with dither implementation
The ”Add Dither” block is the same as the one in S&H circuit. The resistors
RD for adding dither is different from S&H. Instead of binary form, RD is built by
several parallel resistors. And Rin here is actually not added in real circuit, because
it is the same as the output impedance of input source, which is normally 50 Ω.
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3.5 System Architecture of Analog Front-End
Ideally, an excellent VCO design providing high linear v-to-f characteristic can di-
rectly build a good performance VCO-based ADC. However, traditionally extra ana-
log circuits are introduced to achieve high linearity. This design direction increasing
analog circuit complexity is not suitable in the nanometer CMOS technology. In-
stead of focusing on designing a highly linear VCO, the whole systems linearity is
improved by applying a differential circuit structure. By arranging VCOs and in-
put voltage direction, the system’s equivalent v-to-f characteristic can be in a linear
form [11].
To alleviate the v-to-f nonlinearity shown in Figure 2.12, two equivalent half
circuits are constructed. The system architecture of analog front end is shown in
Figure 3.20. Vp and Vn are driving these two VCOs in a differential mode. When Vp
is rising from low to high voltage and Vn is falling from high to low (in 180-degree
phase difference), the positive half circuit provides digital codes from small to large
while the negative half circuit provides digital codes from large to small. Then these
two inverted digital codes are subtracted from each other to get a new differential
digital output code. The equivalent system’s v-to-f characteristic is greatly improved
since the differential structure removes the even order distortions and improves the
noise performance. As we can see in Figure 5.11, the linearity is improved a lot from
single-ended to differential configuration.
The VCO is designed as a pseudo-differential ring oscillator which can provide
gate delay’s rising or falling time alternatively. Moreover, by using the uniform
quantization technique [5], the transition time to the phase decoder is uniformly
spaced for any VCO frequency, which can mostly mitigate the nonlinear distortions.
As previously discussed in section 3.2.2 , short, odd number of stages like 5 or
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Figure 3.20: System architecture of analog front end
7 are not used, because the extreme high-speed VCO output cannot be collected
correctly by the phase collecting circuit due to the technology timing constraints. A
larger number of stages is also not recommended since it will waste area. Any non-
prime odd number like 9 or 15 is not preferred since it sometimes induces overtone
issues [79]. 17 is chosen as a compromise between speed, power and area.
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Figure 3.21: Uniform quantization of 5-stage pseudo differential ring VCO
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Figure 3.22: Phase decoder for 17-stage pseudo differential ring VCO
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Chapter 4
Digital Background Calibration
A significant challenge for the VCO-based ADC architecture is to mitigate the effect
of the nonlinear v-to-f characteristic of VCO. This section discusses a calibration
method to improve the linearity of the VCO-based ADC. First, the lookup-table
with linear interpolation method is discussed. The next section investigates the
“split ADC” background digital calibration approach. Finally, the calibration and
correction technique is summarized and the functional block diagram, as how the
technique is implemented, is presented.
4.1 Clock Signal Generator
As a highly digital VCO-based ADC, before we could go to the lookup-table-based
correction and background calibration step, it will be better to introduce the whole
clock signal distribution of this ADC system, which could give a deeper understand-
ing of how the ADC works by looking at the system timing diagram. The reason
to create a signal generator on chip instead of off chip is to avoid the unexpected
clock skew. If all the controlling clock signals are coming from off-chip, there will
be a large clock skew which may degrade the ADC system’s timing, especially in
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the high speed condition.
The master clock of this VCO-based ADC generated by a crystal oscillator on a
DE2-115 FPGA board. All of the other on-chip clock signals are created from this
master clock [82,83]. It is very important rule to design the other clocks by only one
master. If two or more master clocks are used, there will be a big design challenge
to build a system with these asynchronous clocks.
The sub-clocks are generating based on the a counter. The main idea is different
clock signals will have a positive pulse at some specific number of cycles of the
master clock. Different clocks’ timing difference can be handled by counting the
number of cycles between pulses.
The simplified timing diagram is shown in Figure 4.1. The number of clock
cycles are reduced to the whole timing flow. In the real system, the number of
clock cycles are much larger. The master clock is 50 MHz, and the other clock
signals can be adjusted according to different scenarios since this VCO-based ADC
is reconfigurable. All of the digital clocks are described as follows:
• MCLK: Master clock (50 MHz) is from a crystal oscillator on the DE2-115
FPGA board.
• S&H CLK: In sample period, ADC samples analog input. In hold period,
ADC counts VCO transition gate delays.
• V CO GATE: Gate window to block the VCO output signal, freezing the
counter outputs while the ADC is the sampling analog input.
• V CO 1: Dummy VCO output oscillation for demonstration.
• OUT 1: VCO output covered by V CO GATE signal.
• INITIAL CLK: Sample phase state in the beginning of every conversion.
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Figure 4.1: Timing diagram of the ADC system
• FINAL CLK: Sample phase state in the end of every conversion.
• ADC CLK: Sample digital output code from counter in every conversion.
• CTR CLR: Reset ripple counter after every conversion.
There are some significant design techniques:
• Before ADC CLK triggers sampling the ADC data, there must be a wait
period for ripple counters to settle.
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• After INITIAL CLK and FINAL CLK, there should be a copy version of
these two clocks for the temporary registers to hold the phase state value.
• If the time between two adjacent conversion is too small to shift all the ADC
data, we may try downsampling to take the data out.
• According to experience, the sample time is about one-fourth of holding time
[14].
4.2 Lookup-Table-Based Correction
An ideal VCO-based ADC has the digital output code n proportional to the analog
input voltage vIN . However, as discussed in Chapter 2, the real relationship between
the VCO frequency (or digital counts n) and the input vIN is nonlinear. In order to
correct the nonideal raw (means not corrected by digital circuits) output code n, a
digital correction technique using a lookup-table (LUT) is proposed.
This LUT provides an additional transfer function between the uncorrected count
and the final desired digital output code. Mathematically, this transfer function is
inversely symmetric to the VCO v-to-f characteristic; thus if we could combine these
Figure 4.2: Transfer functions of nonlinear VCO-based ADC with LUT correction
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two inverse mappings together, the final relationship between analog input voltage
vIN and the digital corrected code X will be in a linear form. Figure 4.2 illustrates
this concept.
Since LUT is a discrete point by point mapping implementation of a transfer
characteristic, it requires at least 2N entries to fully cover the whole range of the
N bit ADC uncorrected output. In order to reduce complexity of the digital circuit
implementation, a combination of the LUT approach and linear interpolation is
used [6, 84].
Figure 4.3: Lookup Table with 1-st order interpolation corretion
Figure 4.3 shows the basic idea and operation of the LUT. The uncorrected raw
output code n is separated into two parts: a upper group of bits, MSBs and a lower
group of bits, LSBs. The upper MSBs nU determines the maximum number of
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points M in the LUT: M ≤ 2U + 1. The MSBs nU (U is length of nU .) are used
as index in LUT. The LSBs nL (L is length of nL.) are used to linearly interpolate
between adjacent anU and anU+1 coefficients in the LUT. Since the two adjacent
LUT entries are separated by 2L on the x-axis, the corrected output code x can be
calculated as,
xk = anU + (
nL
2L
)[anU+1 − anU ] (4.1)
where xk presents any corresponding corrected code.
The LUT can be implemented using digital registers and multiplexers. One
multiplication is required for the linear interpolation. While for the division, instead
of directly dividing 2L, it can be simply realized by an L bit shift in radix point. Since
the lengths of the MSB word and LSB word determine the LUT length and spacing,
they also affect the linearity of the final digital output. The number of points in the
LUT needed for adequate correction is determined by the desired ADC accuracy and
the nonlinearity of the VCO v-to-f characteristic [6,84]. Furthermore, the resolution
of the LUT coefficients should also be carefully considered. It is impractical and
redundant to have a very large resolution register for one LUT coefficient, which
will induce exponential increment in chip area if the LUT size is large. Therefore,
one of the good choices will be to choose the bits of LUT coefficients as about twice
of the ADC output bits. Because it can provide enough bits for a large value of
the multiplication of two outputs. Therefore, though Larger LUT size and higher
resolution of LUT coefficients can provide a better linearity of digital output, we
should also do a trade-off by considering the complexity of the circuitry, power
consumption and chip area.
Another aspect that must be considered when implementing the LUT is the
redundancy factor. If there is a region where the slope of the LUT transfer function
dx/dn is greater than 1, if the input count increases by 1, the corresponding output
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code might increase by more than 1, this behaviour will lead to missing codes in the
ADC. To ensure every output x can be reached by at least one input count n, the
slope dx/dn must always be less than unity [85].
For an N-bit ADC, the output code x will have 2N possible values, 0 to 2N − 1.
In order to ensure the slope to be less than unity, the total possible output counts
of the VCO must be increased to R ·2N −1, where R is a redundancy factor. For an
ideal ADC, the slope is always 1, therefore, no redundancy would be required and
R = 1.
There are several ways to implement the redundancy factor in VCO-based ADC.
The first one is to initialize the LUT so that total output range is reduced by a
factor R compared to the input range. For example, as discussed previously, the
distance between two adjacent LUT entries in the n domain is 2L where L is the
LSB word length. The redundancy factor R could be realized by the LUT as the
difference between two values in the adjacent LUT locations is 2L/R. Another
simpler approach is to shift the radix point of the digital output code. For example,
the redundancy factor of 4 can be implemented by a left shift in the radix point by
2 bits. This method only works if 2L is a power of 2, it is easy to be implemented
in digital domain.
4.3 Digital Background Calibration Flow
The task of calibration is to determine the correct coefficients in LUT. The word
“correct” means with the proper value of coefficients ai as expressed in Figure 4.3
and in equation (4.1), which could build a inversely symmetric mapping (as shown
in Figure 4.2) between raw counts n and corrected codes x.
One option is to take ADC offline, sweep the input linearity over the entire signal
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range and determine the proper coefficients ai [15]. Though it is a straight forward
method, the ADC has to be offline, which means the calibration is not real-time.
This offline calibration can not handle the VCO v-to-f characteristics changing if
the work environment or condition varies. The offline calibration has to take ADC
offline frequently to find new coefficients ai for a new VCO v-to-f relation, which
is not practical or useful in a real application. What’s more, the offline calibration
also depends on a known input signal. It can not work with unknown signals.
A real-time background calibration procedure which, is briefly introduced in
Chapter 2 is now proposed in this section. The “split ADC” approach [1, 2] is a
real-time calibration algorithm with no need for an accurately known input signal.
In Figure 4.4, the dithered “split ADC” calibration system block diagram is shown.
Figure 4.4: Dithered “Split ADC” system block diagram [6]
In the “split ADC” concept, unlike a tradition ADC, there are two identical
channels called ADC “A” and ADC “B”. Each can produce individual output
codes xA and xB. Then, a small dither ±∆V is added to the input voltage so that
the inputs of each channels are
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vINA = vIN − p∆V (4.2a)
vINB = vIN + p∆V (4.2b)
where p = ±1 is chosen on a pseudo-random basis for each conversion.
If ADC “A” and “B” are both linear, there will be a linear mapping between the
analog input vIN and the digital output code x, as shown below,
vINA = vIN − p∆V ⇒ xA = x− pD (4.3a)
vINB = vIN + p∆V ⇒ xB = x− pD. (4.3b)
D is the corresponding digital code of analog dither ∆V , thus, D is digital dither
and can be derived as,
∆V
VFSR
=
D
2N
⇒ D = ∆V
VFSR
· 2N (4.4)
where VFSR is the full scale range of the analog input signal, and N is the targeting
resolution of the ADC.
From equation (4.4), to keep a reasonable relation between the ADC’s input and
output, the choice of digital excursion D is not independent of analog voltage dither
∆V . For example, if D is large, ∆V must be a large value as well, which will reduce
the input signal range.
In the “split ADC” architecture, the final digital output is from the average of
the two outputs of ADC “A” and ADC “B”,
xOUT =
xA + xB
2
=
(x− pD) + (x+ pD)
2
= x (4.5)
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indicating that the dither operation self-cancels at the ADC output when both
ADCs are correctly calibrated. At the same time, the background calibration signal
is developed from the difference of ADC “A” and ADC “B”,
∆x = xB − xA. (4.6)
Figure 4.5: Split ADC calibration with dither
Ideally or if both ADC channels are correctly calibrated, the difference is,
xB − xA = (x+ pD)− (x− pD) = 2pD = ±2D (4.7)
Thus, equation (4.7) can be used as a reference in the calibration flow. If the two
ADC channels’ digital output codes can reach this target or get close enough (within
the ADC’s resolution), then the ADC is correctly calibrated.
Normally, the two ADC channels have different characteristics (mismatch), thus,
there will be two LUTs (LUTA and LUTB). If the LUTs are not calibrated correctly,
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then the mapping of input voltages to output codes will not follow the ideal case of
(4.3a). In general, as shown in Figure 4.5, the ADC “A” and “B” outputs are,
xA = x− da (4.8a)
xB = x+ db (4.8b)
In this practical case,
xB − xA = (x+ db)− (x− da) = db + da. (4.9)
According to the target value ±2D, the next step is to find a way to adjust the
“wrong” difference in equation (4.9) to ±2D. As explained in LUT-based correction
section, the digital output codes are all created from the first order interpolation.
The calibration algorithm then will try to remove the error in the LUTs coefficients
to correct the output codes x.
4.3.1 Error Estimation
In the previous sections, we have discussed that to get a corrected output code x,
the LUTs’ coefficients have to be updated by removing the errors caused by ADC
nonlinearity.
First, recall the equation (4.1), re-writte it here as,
x = anU + (
nL
2L
)︸︷︷︸
y
[anU+1 − anU ]. (4.10)
The fraction term nL
2L
is temporarily expressed as y for easier mathematical arrange-
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ment. Then, equation in (4.10) can be rearrange as,
x = (1− y)anU + yanU+1. (4.11)
Since ADC “A” and ADC “B” have different characteristics and we assume there are
uncorrected errors in the coefficients of LUTA and LUTB, then the lower corner sub-
script and “hat” indicators are added into equation 4.11 to represent a uncorrected
output codes, as shown below,
xˆA = (1− yA)aˆnUA + yAaˆnUA+1 (4.12a)
xˆB = (1− yB)bˆnUB + yB bˆnUB+1. (4.12b)
Now define each of coefficients in LUTA and LUTB to be the sum of a correct “true”
value and “error”,
aˆnUA = anUA︸︷︷︸
TRUE
+ εnUA︸︷︷︸
ERROR
(4.13a)
bˆnUB = bnUB︸︷︷︸
TRUE
+ εnUB︸︷︷︸
ERROR
. (4.13b)
The goal is to remove the error terms.
Using equation (4.13a) and equation (4.12a), the output codes of ADC “A” and
ADC “B” can be also expressed as,
xˆA = (1− yA)(anUA + εnUA) + yA(anUA+1 + εnUA+1) (4.14a)
xˆB = (1− yB)(bnUB + εnUB) + yB(bnUB+1 + εnUB+1). (4.14b)
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Rearrange the equation in 4.14a to take the “True” value of x out,
xˆA = xA + (1− yA)εnUA + yAεnUA+1 (4.15a)
xˆB = xB + (1− yB)εnUB + yBεnUB+1, (4.15b)
Recall the target, the difference of VCO output ADC “A” and ADC “B”,
xˆB − xˆA = xB − xA + (1− yB)εnUB + yBεnUB+1 − (1− yA)εnUA − yAεnUA+1. (4.16)
Substituting equation (4.7) into (4.16),
xˆB − xˆA − 2pD = (1− yB)εnUB + yBεnUB+1 − (1− yA)εnUA − yAεnUA+1. (4.17)
Equation (4.17) captures the contribution of each LUT entry error to the varia-
tion of ∆x = xB − xA from its ideal value 2pD. If all the error terms ε in equation
(4.17) are zero, then the left hand side must be equal to zero, indicating the correct
offset and slope calibration of the ADC characteristics.
Four conversions are needed to solve for the four unknown errors in a specific
LUT entry in equation (4.17). Since there are many LUTs errors to determine, an
ensemble of K conversions is accumulated (In this example, we use 1024 conversions
per ensemble). A matrix representation of these results are described by:
[
YA YB
]
K×2M
·
−eA
eB

2M×1
= (∆x− 2Dp)K×1 (4.18)
YA and YB are K ×M matrices containing coefficients yA and yB; K is the
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ensemble size and M is the length of the LUT. An example of YA is shown in
equation (4.19),
YA =

(1− yA1) yA1 0 0 . . .
0 0 (1− yA2) yA2 . . .
...
...
...
... . . .
0 0 (1− yAk) yAk . . .
...
...
...
... . . .
0 (1− yAK) yAK 0 . . .

K×M
(4.19)
YB is similar to YA, because ADC “A” and ADC “B” are identical but split by
small dither. The entries in YA or YB matrix are decided by the input signal. Since
in each conversion there is only one input signal, in each row of YA or YB, only
two adjacent entries will be used.
eA and eB in equation (4.18) are M × 1 vectors, they represent the error terms
in the LUT coefficients,
eA =

ε0A
ε1A
...
εMA

M×1
, eB =

ε0B
ε1B
...
εMB

M×1
(4.20)
On the right side of equation (4.18), ∆x and 2Dp are K × 1 vectors, which are
the calibration target difference,
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∆x− 2Dp =

∆x1
∆x2
...
∆xk
...
∆xK

K×1
− 2D ·

p1
p2
...
pk
...
pK

K×1
(4.21)
Ideally, the LUT error vectors eA and eB can be determined by solving equation
4.18. After that, according to equation 4.17, we can remove the “solved” errors from
LUT coefficients to get “true” corrected output codes.
However, there are difficulties that limit this approach. If an LUT location is
not used by any of the ensemble conversions, then the corresponding column of will
consist entirely of zeros. This will occur when the input does not cover the entire
ADC signal range. This case is rank deficient and a unique solution of 4.18 does not
exist. Intuitively this makes sense, since there can be no information in the matrix
about unused LUT locations. Even if all LUT locations are used and there are no
zero columns, the relationship between the coefficients in equation (4.12a) causes
the matrix to be rank deficient, and there is no unique solution for this case.
4.3.2 Least Mean Square Loop for Iterative Solution
The main challenge to the calibration process proposed in previous sections is the
ability to solve for an exact solution to equation (4.18). Thus, instead of trying to
get a unique value, we adopt a least mean square (LMS) estimation method [2,3,86]
to give a numerical answer by an iterative procedure. The procedure begins by first
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multiplying both sides of (4.18) with the transpose,
(YT ·Y) = YT · (∆x− d) (4.22)
For simplicity, assume (unrealistically) that the matrix YT·Y is equal to the identity
matrix,
YT ·Y = I (4.23)
Substituting equation (4.23) into (4.22) gives a solution to the error matrix,
e =
−eA
eB

2M×1
= YT · (∆x− d). (4.24)
The corrected LUT entries would be calculated by subtracting the error terms
from the incorrect LUT coefficients. A LMS method is adopted by subtracting a
small portion µ of the estimated errors ε as follows,
ai
new = ai
old − µεiA (4.25a)
bi
new = bi
old − µεiB. (4.25b)
Thus, large Y matrix need not be stored, since the information required for the eA
and eA estimation can be accumulated on a conversion-by-conversion basis. Every
conversion, if an LUT location is hit, the error for that entry will be accumulated and
then finally subtracted from the actual LUT coefficients at the end of the ensemble.
A key advantage of the LMS approach is that the error estimates need not be
accurate; all that is required is that they be zero-bias and (on average) steer the
convergence of each LUT entry in the correct direction [3]. Secondly, development
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of the “split ADC” approach relies on the A and B inputs differing by a known ∆V
dither. In practice, noise will cause an additional difference, leading to inaccuracy
in error estimation even if the error terms had been solved exactly. By averaging
information over many conversions, the LMS approach averages out the effect of
noise in determining calibration parameters [6, 84].
4.3.3 “Stitching” Estimation and LUT Adjustment
This proposed calibration algorithm is based on input signal training (the LUT
entries which are not hit will not have enough information to remove error) as
described in the previous sections, thus, the calibration efficiency highly depends on
the how large the regions that input signals can cover in every ensemble.
In each conversion, only two adjacent LUT entries are hit. If the signal activity
histogram changes to access previously unused LUT entries, after one ensemble, the
coefficients in LUTs can be efficiently updated. In other words, if the regions of
LUTs are not covered by signals, the update is meaningless.
“Stitching” Estimation
Consider the example shown in Figure 4.6. The histogram of input signal distri-
bution in one ensemble of K conversions is shown. The blue portion is the high
probability region, while the white portion is low probability or never hit region in
this ensemble case.
Suppose the error estimation process begins with an initial distribution of linearly
spaced LUT entries ai as shown in the plot of the figure. Since the LUT entries
are incorrect the error estimation process would result in nonzero values, which will
be used in the LMS loop to drive the errors toward zero. Due to the limited signal
range in this ensemble, only LUT segments 1-4 are used; the input voltage never
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Figure 4.6: “Stitching” estimation for signal continuity in one ensemble
reaches the range corresponding to segments 0, 5, and 6. Nonzero error estimates
are correctly returned for locations a1 to a4. But since LUT locations a0, a5, a6 are
not hit, they are not estimated. This induces a large problem of LUT continuity.
In this example, there exits gaps between a0, a5, a6 with other hit regions (a1 to
a4). If in the future ensembles, those kinds of gaps are accumulated, the calibration
efficiency will be poor.
The solution implemented in this work is based on the ability to distinguish
between the cases of ε = 0 due to a true zero error, and ε = 0 due to an LUT location
not being used. During each ensemble of conversions, the calibration algorithm keeps
track of whether an LUT location has been used or not. After calculation of the εi
values, but before LMS updating, the algorithm checks for unused LUT locations.
When the algorithm reaches an unused LUT location, ε = 0 in that location is
replaced with the nearest valid estimate from an LUT location that was used. This
substitution is represented with the red big arrows in Figure 4.6. We can see a0,
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a5, a6 are roughly estimated to preserve continuity of the LUT and reduces ADC
errors when the input signal range histogram changes. This stitching of the LUT
does not completely eliminate ADC errors. Since there is no signal in the unused
LUT locations no information as to the correctness of those values is determined.
However this technique does preserve continuity of the lookup table at the boundary
between the used and unused portions of the signal range in one ensemble.
4.3.4 LUT Adjustment
Figure 4.7: Lookup-table adjustment
Besides the problem induced by less hit region of LUT, there is another critical
case to pay attention to. Figure 4.7 shows one end of the LUT and the entire LUT
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can cover the input signal range. However, even though all of the LUT entries are
hit extensively, there is still a problem that the two ends of LUT entries are not
corrected well because they are only updated from one side. For example, an LUT
entry that is not in the end of the LUT, can be updated by two sides of signals, as
shown in 4.7. But the LUT entries at the ends, or close to the end of LUT are not
corrected as efficiently as those in the middle of LUT. To solve this issue, we could
pick the middle portion of the LUT as your output codes range, and the choice of
LUT range could depend on different applications. For example, we could choose
to reduce the input range to gain more linearity. The regions that are not hit in
current ensemble must be hit in next ensembles. However, the two ends of LUT
entries are always less calibrated since the input signal can only hit them from one
side.
In the end, the difference of “stitching” estimation and LUT adjustment is,
• “Stitching” estimation keeps the signal continuity in ONE ENSEMBLE, to
improve the calibration efficiency and accuracy.
• LUT adjustment solves the problem of poor calibration of entries at the ends
of the LUT.
4.3.5 Offset Consideration
As noted earlier, this calibration approach provides no information on offset. The
error estimation block only sees the difference between the two channels, thus has no
vision on the absolute offset of the ADC. Since the LMS loop is a perfect numerical
integrator, any systematic offset errors in the estimation process would accumulate
indefinitely, causing numerical overflow. To prevent this numerical problem, the
value of one location in the LUT is fixed and all other error estimates are referenced
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to that location to prevent a global drift in offset of the lookup-table entries.
4.3.6 Background Calibration Flow
Figure 4.8 summarizes the lookup-table-based background calibration technique.
The right block of the figure enclosed by a dotted line represents the conversion
path of this VCO-based ADC. The left block of the figure enclosed by a dotted line
represents the calibration flow which is enabled every K conversions.
Figure 4.8: Background calibration flow
Initially, the analog input voltage is sampled and added with a known dither
voltage ∆V to one channel and subtracting ∆V from the other. The sign of the
dither is determined by a pseudo-random sequence p = ±1. The analog voltage
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is converted in to uncorrected digital outputs (raw counts) nA, nB through the
nonlinear VCO’s v-to-f relationship in one constant conversion time. To deal with
the nonlinearity in the analog domain, LUTs are used to build another inversely
symmetric mapping from raw counts to corrected output codes XA, XB. Therefore,
the relationship between input voltages and output codes is linear. The final digital
code is obtained and the effect of dither is eliminated by averaging the two outputs
of the two channels, xA and xB.
In each conversion, there are two adjacent LUT coefficients will be hit. These
LUT location information are stored in TRACK USAGE HISTOGRAM block as
shown in Figure 4.8. Additionally, all parameters needed to estimate the error using
equation (4.25a) are also calculated, including yA, yB and ∆X. The error terms
εA and εB of all the used LUT locations are then accumulated over K conversions.
Finally, before the LUTs are updated by subtracting a small amount µε, the error
of the unused LUT coefficients are managed by “stitching” algorithm to preserve
the continuity of the LUT.
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Chapter 5
Chip Measurement and Results
Analysis
This chapter starts with the chip measurement plan and setup including how the
chip will be tested, how to design the chip evaluation PCB and how to control and
collect chip data using FPGA board. Then, the measurement results are represented
with detailed analysis.
5.1 Measurement Setup
The prototype of the VCO-based ADC is fabricated in TSMC 180nm CMOS tech-
nology through MOSIS on a 2× 2 mm2 die. A PCB evaluation board and DE2-115
FPGA board are both used to test the VCO-based ADC performance. A photo of
the completed PCB and FPGA board is taken as shown in Figure 5.1. To illustrate
the details of the measurement setup, a functional diagram of the whole test setup
is presented in Figure 5.2. A signal generator is used for creating differential in-
puts through an ADC driver for the ADC input requirement. A 8 GHz 80 GSa/s
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Figure 5.1: Test PCB and FPGA
Figure 5.2: Block diagram of measurement setup
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Keysight DSAVO84A digital analyser is used to test the VCO outputs. A DE2-115
FPGA board is used to collect the ADC digital outputs and load digital control
parameters into chip. A UART protocol and SRAM are both used for transferring
data from the FPGA to a PC.
5.1.1 Chip Introduction
Figure 5.3: Chip connection with package
The prototype of the VCO-based ADC is fabricated in TSMC 180nm CMOS
technology through MOSIS on a 2×2 mm2 die. Since the entire chip is shared with
a seperate delay-lock-loop work [12], the VCO-based ADC takes less than half of
the chip area. The active area of the analog and digital circuits are 0.09 mm2 and
0.16 mm2 separately. The bare dies are wire bonded by ADVOTECH into a 68-pin
leadless chip carrier (LCC) package. The connection is shown in Figure 5.3. The
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Figure 5.4: Die photo of the VCO-based ADC prototype
(a) Chip layout (b) VCO layout
Figure 5.5: Layouts
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die photo of the VCO-based ADC prototype is shown in Figure 5.4.
The analog VCOs, discrete-time input ports and continuous-time input ports
are custom laid out by hand. The layout of digital circuits including ripple coun-
ters, phase measurement circuits, clock generations and other digital supporting
circuits are automatically synthesized and laid out by Synopsys Design Compiler
and Cadence Enounter. Details of the layout are shown in Figure 5.5.
5.1.2 Test PCB Design
A PCB as an interface between the chip and supporting circuits for chip evaluation
is designed in a four-layer structure. The inner two layers are split VDD planes and
ground planes. The layout of the whole PCB for chip evaluation is presented in
Figure 5.6. The PCB consists of the ADC chip, low dropout regulators (LDOs),
ADC drivers, GPIO ports and other supporting circuits. The LDO and ADC driver
Figure 5.6: PCB layout for VCO-based ADC evaluation
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are illustrated in the following subsections.
Low Dropout Regulator (LDO)
To create a clean and low noise power supply voltage, linear regulators with low
dropout voltage, the TPS7A92 from Texas Instruments are used. Figure 5.7 shows
the schematic of low dropout voltage regulator circuit. The supporting resistors
and capacitors are chosen according to the datasheet. To separate the influence of
Figure 5.7: Schematic of LDO
supply voltage on the analog and digital circuits, there are three voltage regulators
on the board. One is used for the digital circuit, the other two are used for the
analog circuits. In the analog blocks, the continuous-time input with VCO and
discrete-time input with VCO both have one voltage regulator respectively. Thus,
all the circuit blocks under test have their own supply voltage, which prevents them
influencing from each other.
ADC Driver
In order to provide a differential input for the VCO-based ADC, an ADC driver is
needed. A fully-differential amplifier LT6363 from Analog Devices, is used. Figure
5.8 shows the schematic of a gain of 2 ADC driver made with the LT6363. The
supporting resistors and capacitors are chosen according to the datasheet. The
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Figure 5.8: Schematic of ADC driver
differential input “0.8 to 1.8 V” required by the VCO-based ADC can be created by
the ADC driver with one differential input and one DC input. Two ADC drivers are
used; one for continuous-time input and one for discrete-time input respectively. To
preserve the differential configuration, the two input signal paths are placed close
to the chip under test and are routed symmetrically for noise suppression.
5.1.3 FPGA Board DE2-115 Implementation
The DE2-115 FPGA board is used to (1) collect the ADC digital output and (2) push
parameters into the chip. The functional block diagram of the chip and FPGA is
displayed in Figure 5.9. Due to the limitation of pins, customized shift registers were
designed for shifting data in and out. The three blue paths are used for transferring
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Figure 5.9: Block diagram of the chip and FPGA connection
“input reference clock”, “input write enable” and “input serial data”. There is
a serial-in parallel output registers on chip. The serial data will be shifted into
the on-chip registers through temporary holding registers (for stability and timing
consideration), and finally into the ADC core. The dither size and all of the clock
timing are decided by the input shifted data. Similarly, the three red paths are used
for transferring “output reference clock”, “output write enable” and “Output serial
data”. The ADC output digital codes will be stored in the temporary registers first,
and then held in a parallel-in serial out shift registers. Finally the data are all slowly
shifted out in the FPGA board.
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5.2 Measurement Results
This prototype is designed with two different input ports: discrete-time input and
continuous time input. The discrete-time input is designed as a bootstrapped S&H
circuit as described in Chapter 3. The continuous-time input is realized by simply
connecting the input with resisters to the gate of the control MOSFETS, also de-
scribed in Chapter 3. However, the VCO-based ADC with discrete-time input ports
are failed (the corresponding ADC digital outputs are showing random patterns).
Thus, all the measurement results presented here are based on the continuous-time
input ports.
5.2.1 VCO Measurement
The VCO designed for this highly digital VCO-based ADC is a 17-stage pseudo
differential ring oscillator. The single-ended VCO input signal range is from 0.8 V
to 1.8 V, thus, the differential input is -1 to +1 V. In Figure 5.10, the measurement
results of the VCO is represented. The maximum frequency of VCO is about 320
MHz.
Furthermore, the v-to-f measurement results are displayed in Figure 5.11. Both
of the single-ended and differential VCO v-to-f relation have been plotted. The two
VCOs in a differential configuration shows a much better linearity comparing with
a single-ended one. The input and output ranges are also doubled.
5.2.2 A 12-bit Resolution ADC Analysis
The measurement results of the VCO-based ADC, targeting 12-bit resolution, is
demonstrated in detailed. Since the sampling frequency is limited by the crystal
oscillator (50 MHz) on DE2-115 FPGA board, the sampling frequency was chosen
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Figure 5.10: Waveform of VCO at Vin = 1.8V (Maximum)
(a) Single-ended (b) Differential
Figure 5.11: V-to-f characteristics
as 5 MHz. As we know from the previous section, the frequency of a single-ended
17-stage pseudo differential ring oscillator is about 300 MHz frequency range, thus,
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a 12-b resolution ADC can be designed as (differential configuration introduces the
number 2),
Digital Code Range =
300MHz · (2 · 17) · 2
5MHz
≈ 212 (5.1)
DC Linearity
Figure 5.12 shows shows DC linearity results for the VCO-based ADC with and
without background calibration. When there is no calibration used, the peak-to-
peak INL error is -70 to +70 LSB and the DNL error is within -/+ 1 LSB (both
at the at 12 b level). When the calibration is in use, the peak-to-peak INL error is
within -/+1 LSB and the DNL error is also within +/- 1 LSB (both at the at 12 b
level). The results indicate that the calibration can improve the INL about ×70.
(a) Without Calibration (b) With Calibration
Figure 5.12: DNL & INL
In Figure 5.13 and 5.14 demonstrates the output waveform of triangle input
with/without calibration. The differential input range is -1 to +1 V. The output
code is from -2048 to +2048, 12-bit resolution. (The uncorrected output codes range
are a little larger than 4096 since it is a raw data)
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Figure 5.13: Output (Without calibration) of triangle input
Figure 5.14: Output (With calibration) of triangle input
AC Analysis
In Figure 5.15, an 8192 point FFT analysis is presented. The sampling frequency
is 5 MHz and input signal frequency is 40 kHz. With the help of calibration, the
odd-order harmonics are mostly suppressed, and the ENOB is improved from 5-b to
11.5-b. The SFDR is improved from 30 dB to 78 dB. As we can see in Figure 5.16,
the SNDR is linear increased with input amplitude up to full-scale swing.
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Figure 5.15: 8192 Points FFT analysis
Figure 5.16: SNDR versus Input amplitude
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Lookup Table Size
The LUT size is an important parameter for this VCO-based ADC design. More
LUT locations will cost more chip area and increase digital circuits complexity.
Figure 5.17 shows the relationship between ENOB of corrected ADC and different
of LUT size. We can see that there is a limitation for LUT size. With a small
LUT size, it means the distance between two adjacent LUT locations are very large,
when implementing 1st-order interpolation, the resolution is too coarse and the
ENOB performance is degraded. If we increases the LUT size, the distance between
two adjacent LUT locations becomes smaller, which indicates a fine resolution for
interpolation. The dashed line asymptote in Figure 5.17 shows that ENOB initially
improves by 2 bits for each doubling of the LUT size. The 2-bits-per-doubling factor
is plausible, as the interpolation involves a linear approximation to a curved V-to-
f characteristic that is roughly quadratic within each LUT segment. Eventually
ENOB performance is limited by quantization noise rather than LUT resolution,
and increasing LUT size provides no improvement in ENOB.
Figure 5.17: LUT size versus ENOB
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Ensemble Size
The ensemble size indicates the number of conversions required before calibration
system updates the value in LUT entries once. There is no specific formula to
calculate a “true” value for it. The ensemble size is determined empirically.
In Figure 5.18, we can see that the ensemble size will also influence the ADC
performance. Before the discussion, we need to know the figure is plotted based
on the other fixed parameters (µ, LUT size and conversion time). From a large
set experiments results, the ensemble size that is approximately two adjacent LUT
entries is suitable for the best ADC performance. If the ensemble size is too large,
the ENOB will decrease. The results are plausible. If such large ensemble size is
covering a large input range or several periods of the input sigal, the calibration
system can not handle so much information at one time. However, a large ensemble
size could be used effectively according to some specific applications with large LUT
segments.
Figure 5.18: Ensemble size versus ENOB (Other parameters are fixed)
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LMS Loop
The LMS loop convergence is key component to make the ADC calibration work.
However, there is no specific way to calculate a value of µ. A small portion (µ
value) is actually a experimental and relative result, there is no definition which
illustrates it is a small or big value. The value of µ depends on different scenarios.
For example, the µ for a 10-bit resolution is usually larger than a 12-bit ADC since
a 10-bit ADC’s error is 4 times larger than a 12-bit one. A small µ will perform well
in both of these two cases, however a small µ will induce longer convergence time.
When we decide the value of µ, we need to consider the trade-off between resolution
and calibration time simultaneously. For this 12-bit resolution VCO-based ADC
case, µ is chosen as around 2−10. µ values larger than 2−10 can not provide 12-bit
resolution and can cause divergence problems. Smaller µ values will induce longer
convergence time.
5.2.3 Analysis of the Proposed VCO-Based ADC at Differ-
ent CMOS Process Nodes
Due to some unexpected and unpredictable reasons, the proposed highly digital
VCO-based ADC had to be fabricated in 180nm CMOS process. However, compared
with other smaller CMOS nodes, the 180nm process can not take advantages of the
scaling of CMOS, and the highly digital architecture can not show its compelling
Table 5.1: Analysis of Chip Area Comparison
Analog & Digital Area Report in Different CMOS Nodes
Process node [nm] 180 65 28
Total area [mm2] 1.5954 0.1993 0.0729
Analog area [mm2] 0.0408 0.0136 0.0065
Digital area [mm2] 1.5546 0.1857 0.0664
Percentage of analog area [%] 3 7 9
Percentage of digital area [%] 97 93 91
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performance, such as the chip area improvement. Since the proposed highly digital
VCO-based ADC moves the design complexity as much as possible into the digital
domain, there will require a large LUT and calibration circuits on chip to deal
with the VCO’s v-to-f non-linearity. But for the first prototype, the LUTs are
implemented on the FPGA board. Thus, it will be valuable to give a estimated
analysis to show the proposed VCO-based ADC will have attractive characteristics:
extremely area reduction, when it is applied in the smaller CMOS nodes.
Figure 5.19: Analog and digital area comparison in different CMOS process nodes
Table 5.1 shows the estimated analog and digital chip area in different CMOS
process nodes (due to the limitation to the access to more advanced technologies,
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Figure 5.20: Percentage of analog and digital area in different CMOS process nodes
we can only show the comparison in 28nm, 65nm and 180nm). The analog circuit
is estimated from the area of simple ring VCOs with the same transistors’ size and
size ratio in the prototype. The digital circuit is consist of all of the counters, phase
samplers, LUTs and calibration elements. The estimated digital area is from the
report of the synthesis results of Design Compiler (DC). To keep the fairness of the
comparison, the same Verilog code (keep the same LUT size, same LUT coefficients’
resolution and same ADC resolution, etc.) and same compile effort in DC is used
in the three cases. In this particular area analysis report, LUT size is 64, LUT
coefficients resolution is 24 bit and DC area compile effort is medium.
As we can see in Figure 5.19, the reduction of analog circuit area is in a linear
form. The analog area is about one times less from 65nm to 28nm and two times
less from 180nm to 65nm. However, the area of digital circuit is largely reduced in
a exponential form. For example, the estimated digital circuit area in 180 nm is
about 1.55mm2 but it only costs about 0.19mm2 in 65nm and 0.07mm2 in 28nm.
Additionally, Figure 5.20 shows that the fraction of digital circuit area in the total
chip area decreases when it uses smaller CMOS process nodes, from 97% in 180nm to
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91% in 28nm. It also indicates that the reduction of digital circuit area is much larger
than that in the analog circuit area. Therefore, the considerable area reduction (with
the same ADC performance) when the design technique is applied in deeper CMOS
nodes allows the proposed highly digital architecture become one of best candidates
among other VCO-based ADCs.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
A highly digital VCO-based ADC targeting 12-bit resolution is presented in this
project. A LUT based background calibration technique is used to linearize the
nonlinear VCO. This VCO-based ADC is enabled by “split ADC” architecture. Each
of the two split channels ADC “A” and “B” contains two VCOs in a differential
Table 6.1: PARAMETER / RESULTS SUMMARY
PROTOTYPE SYSTEM PARAMETERS/RESULTS VALUE UNITS
VCO CMOS Technology 180 nm
Input Range Used -1 - +1 V
VCO Frequency Range 0.5 - 320 MHz
VCO stages 17
ADC Resolution 12 bits
Sample Rate fs 5 MSps
Dither ∆V 1 % FS
DNL -0.16 / +0.25 LSB
INL -0.55 / +0.48 LSB
ENOB 11.5 bits
Area 0.25 mm2
Supply Voltage 1.8 V
Power Consumption 25 mW
Walden Figure-of-Merit (FOM) 1.78 pJ/conv-step
LUT Lookup-Table Size 256 points
Counts / Segment 128 counts
LMS Loop Parameter µ 2−10
Convergence Time Constant 780,000 convs
Ensemble Size 128 convs
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configuration, which helps alleviate even-order distortions as well as increase the
dynamic range. A digital controller on chip can reconfigure the ADCs sampling rate
and resolutions to adapt to various application scenarios. Different types of input
signals can be used through the simple, anti-aliasing continuous-time input to train
the ADC’s LUT parameters to achieve the target resolution. The chip is fabricated
in 180 nm CMOS process, and the active area of analog and digital circuits is
0.09 and 0.16 mm2, respectively. Power consumption of core ADC function is 25
mW. Measured results for a prototype design with 12-b resolution show ENOB
improved from uncorrected 5-b to 11.5-b with calibration time within 200 ms (780K
conversions at 5 MSps sample rate). Table 6.1 summarizes the design specifications
of the 12-bit VCO-based ADC in detail.
6.1 Future Work
As shown in Table 6.1, the Walden Figure-of-Merit is 1.78 pJ/conv-step, meaning
that the power consumption is not competitive with the state of the art. The most
important factor that induces such large F.O.M is the 180 nm technology. Compared
with smaller nanometer CMOS technologies, the speed of VCO is slow, which limits
the ADC resolution. The power consumed by analog circuits is also high due to
larger device size and higher voltage power supply. If we could move to a 28 nm
or even smaller technology, the performance of this highly digital VCO-based ADC
would improve significantly. Another critical issue of this design is the usage of
output buffers. Though they solve the driving ability of the VCO output, they also
consume a lot of power. Thus, instead of using output buffers, we may try to design
a customized low input threshold flip flops to remove the requirement of analog
buffers.
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Since this is the first prototype of this style of VCO-based ADC, some parts of
the background calibration circuits are not implemented on chip. There are still
lots of space left for further consideration to implement all of the digital circuits
on chip. Also, the customized shift registers for ADC outputs collecting are a little
slow and unstable. Down-sampling is used to solve this problem. However, in the
future, for the higher speed implementation, a standard protocol like SPI may be a
better choice.
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Appendix A
MATLAB Code
A.1 LUT-Based Calibration Algorithm
1000 Na = na per i ods ;
Nb = nb per iods ;
1002 PRN = prn pe r i od s ;
1004
MSB = 8 ;
1006 LSB = 7 ;
1008 nspacing = 2ˆLSB ;
1010 % I n i t i a l i z e Look−up−t a b l e
l u ta = (−2ˆ(MSB+LSB−1) : 2ˆLSB : 2ˆ(MSB+LSB−1) ) ' ;
1012 lu tb = (−2ˆ(MSB+LSB−1) : 2ˆLSB : 2ˆ(MSB+LSB−1) ) ' ;
1014 % Preset s i z e j u s t f o r speed
axout = ze ro s ( s i z e (Na) ) ;
1016 bxout = ze ro s ( s i z e (Nb) ) ;
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de l tax = ze ro s ( s i z e (Na) ) ;
1018
a l u t l o c a t i o n = ze ro s ( e n s i z e , 1) ;
1020 b l u t l o c a t i o n = ze ro s ( e n s i z e , 1) ;
1022 rawea = ze ro s (2ˆMSB + 1 , 1) ;
raweb = ze ro s (2ˆMSB + 1 , 1) ;
1024
% K i s number o f conve r s i on s
1026 K = length (Na) ;
f o r i = 1 : 1 : K
1028
e0 = mod( i , e n s i z e ) ;
1030 e = e0 + 1 ;
% A
1032 aco r r e c t ed = l o o k u p t a b l e c o r r e c t i o n (Na( i ) , luta , MSB, LSB) ;
axout ( i ) = aco r r e c t ed (1 ) ;
1034 a l u t l o c a t i o n ( e ) = aco r r e c t ed (2 ) ;
ax l sb = aco r r e c t ed (3 ) ;
1036 ya = axl sb / nspac ing ;
1038 % B
bcor r ec t ed = l o o k u p t a b l e c o r r e c t i o n (Nb( i ) , lutb , MSB, LSB) ;
1040 bxout ( i )= bcor r ec t ed (1 ) ;
b l u t l o c a t i o n ( e ) = bcor r ec t ed (2 ) ;
1042 bxlsb = bcor r ec t ed (3 ) ;
yb = bxlsb / nspac ing ;
1044
% de l tax = xb − xa −/+ 2pD
1046 D = 200 ;
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1048 i f (PRN( i ) == 1)
de l tax ( i ) = bxout ( i ) − axout ( i ) + 2∗D;
1050 e l s e i f (PRN( i ) == 0)
de l tax ( i ) = bxout ( i ) − axout ( i ) − 2∗D;
1052 end
1054 % raw e r r o r in A
rawea ( a l u t l o c a t i o n ( e ) ) = rawea ( a l u t l o c a t i o n ( e ) ) − de l tax ( i )
∗ (1−ya ) ;
1056 rawea ( a l u t l o c a t i o n ( e ) + 1) = rawea ( a l u t l o c a t i o n ( e ) + 1) − de l tax ( i )
∗ ya ;
1058 % raw e r r o r in B
raweb ( b l u t l o c a t i o n ( e ) ) = raweb ( b l u t l o c a t i o n ( e ) ) + de l tax ( i )
∗ (1−yb ) ;
1060 raweb ( b l u t l o c a t i o n ( e ) + 1) = raweb ( b l u t l o c a t i o n ( e ) + 1) + de l tax ( i )
∗ yb ;
1062
%% Cal ib ra t i on Loop
1064 i f ( e == 1)
% S t i t c h i n g Algorithm ( Continuous )
1066 f o r s = 1 : l ength ( rawea )
i f s < ( min ( a l u t l o c a t i o n ) )
1068 rawea ( s ) = rawea ( min ( a l u t l o c a t i o n ) ) ;
e l s e i f s > (max( a l u t l o c a t i o n ) +1)
1070 rawea ( s ) = rawea (max( a l u t l o c a t i o n ) +1) ;
end
1072 end
f o r s = 1 : l ength ( raweb )
1074 i f s < ( min ( b l u t l o c a t i o n ) )
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raweb ( s ) = raweb (min ( b l u t l o c a t i o n ) ) ;
1076 e l s e i f s > (max( b l u t l o c a t i o n ) +1)
raweb ( s ) = raweb (max( b l u t l o c a t i o n ) +1) ;
1078 end
end
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% Store e r r o r
1082 ea = rawea ;
eb = raweb ;
1084
% Update LUT c o e f f i c i e n t s in every ensemble conve r s i on s
1086 u = 2ˆ−10;
1088 l u t a = lu ta − u∗ rawea ;
lutb = lutb − u∗raweb ;
1090
% Reset raw e r r o r
1092 rawea = ze ro s (2ˆMSB + 1 , 1) ;
raweb = ze ro s (2ˆMSB + 1 , 1) ;
1094 end
1096 end
cal.m
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A.2 DNL & INL Test
1000 f unc t i on [ dnl , i n l ] = d n l i n l ( data )
%Calcu la te DNL, INL
1002 code edges=(min ( data ) −0 .5 :1 :max( data ) +0.5) ;
dn l count=h i s t c ( data , code edges ) ;
1004 dnl=dnl count ( 2 : end−2) ;
dnl=dnl /mean( dnl )−1;
1006 % i n l as cumsum
i n l=cumsum( dnl ) ;
dnlinl.m
A.3 LUT Correction
1000 %Look−up−t a b l e c o r r e c t i o n func t i on
1002 % nin : input
% l u t : look up t a b l e
1004 f unc t i on outputs = l o o k u p t a b l e c o r r e c t i o n ( nin , lut ,MSB, LSB)
1006 nspacing = 2ˆLSB ;
1008 % s lope betweetn e lements o f l ookuptab le e n t r i e s
s l ope = d i f f ( l u t ) / nspac ing ;
1010 l o c o f f s e t = 2ˆ(MSB−1) ;
l u t l o c = f l o o r ( nin / nspac ing ) + 1 + l o c o f f s e t ;
1012
% nL
1014 nL = nin − nspacing ∗( l u t l o c − 1 − l o c o f f s e t ) ;
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1016 % x = au + (nL) /(2ˆL) ∗( au+1 − au )
xco r r e c t ed = ze ro s ( s i z e ( nin ) ) ;
1018 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( nin )
xco r r e c t ed ( i ) = l u t ( l u t l o c ( i ) ) + s l ope ( l u t l o c ( i ) ) ∗nL( i ) ;
1020 end
1022 outputs = [ xco r r e c t ed ; l u t l o c ; nL ] ;
lookuptablecorrection.m
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Appendix B
Verilog Code
B.1 Clock Generator
module CLKGEN(
input CLK,
input rst,
input [8:0] x, // divide clock parameter
input [8:0] y, // decide where Sample and Hold
input [9:0] z, // decide where to sub-sample
output reg [8:0] x_reg,
output reg [8:0] y_reg,
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output reg [9:0] z_reg,
output reg [8:0] cnt,
output reg [9:0] cntz,
output SH_CLK,
output VCO_GATE,
output ADC_CLK,
output CTR_RST,
output initial_clk,
output final_clk,
output phase_sample_clk,
output sub_sample_clk
);
// just for checking -----------
always @(posedge CLK) begin
if (rst) begin
x_reg <= 9'd0;
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y_reg <= 9'd0;
z_reg <= 10'd0;
end
else begin //
x_reg <= x;
y_reg <= y;
z_reg <= z;
end
end
//------------------------------
always@(posedge CLK) begin
if (rst) begin
cnt <= 9'd0;
end
else begin
if(cnt == x_reg) begin
cnt <= 9'd0;
end
else begin
cnt <= cnt + 1'b1;
end
end
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end
always@(posedge CLK) begin
if (rst) begin
cntz <= 9'd0;
end
else begin
if (cntz == z_reg) begin
cntz <= 9'd0;
end
else if (ADC_CLK) begin
cntz <= cntz + 1'b1;
end
end
end
assign SH_CLK = !( (cnt >= 1) && (cnt <= (y_reg - 1)) );
assign VCO_GATE = !( cnt <= y_reg );
assign ADC_CLK = (cnt == (y_reg - 2));
assign CTR_RST = !(cnt == (y_reg - 1) );
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assign initial_clk = (cnt == y_reg + 2);
assign final_clk = (cnt == 1);
assign phase_sample_clk = (cnt == 0) || (cnt == y_reg + 1);
assign sub_sample_clk = (cntz == z_reg);
endmodule
B.2 Phase Measurement Circuits
module DFLIPFLOP(
clk,
reset,
d,
q,
qb
);
input clk, reset, d;
output reg q;
output qb;
always@(posedge clk or negedge reset) begin
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if(~reset) begin
q <= 1'b0;
end
else begin
q <= d;
end
end
assign qb = ~q;
endmodule
module RPCNT17(
ripplecnt_clk,
ripplecnt_rst,
ripplecnt_bit
);
input ripplecnt_clk, ripplecnt_rst;
output [9:0] ripplecnt_bit;
wire qb0, qb1, qb2, qb3, qb4, qb5, qb6, qb7, qb8, qb9;
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DFLIPFLOP ripplecnt_dff0(.clk(ripplecnt_clk), .reset(ripplecnt_rst),
.d(qb0), .q(ripplecnt_bit[0]), .qb(qb0));
DFLIPFLOP ripplecnt_dff1(.clk(qb0), .reset(ripplecnt_rst),
.d(qb1), .q(ripplecnt_bit[1]), .qb(qb1));
DFLIPFLOP ripplecnt_dff2(.clk(qb1), .reset(ripplecnt_rst),
.d(qb2), .q(ripplecnt_bit[2]), .qb(qb2));
DFLIPFLOP ripplecnt_dff3(.clk(qb2), .reset(ripplecnt_rst),
.d(qb3), .q(ripplecnt_bit[3]), .qb(qb3));
DFLIPFLOP ripplecnt_dff4(.clk(qb3), .reset(ripplecnt_rst),
.d(qb4), .q(ripplecnt_bit[4]), .qb(qb4));
DFLIPFLOP ripplecnt_dff5(.clk(qb4), .reset(ripplecnt_rst),
.d(qb5), .q(ripplecnt_bit[5]), .qb(qb5));
DFLIPFLOP ripplecnt_dff6(.clk(qb5), .reset(ripplecnt_rst),
.d(qb6), .q(ripplecnt_bit[6]), .qb(qb6));
DFLIPFLOP ripplecnt_dff7(.clk(qb6), .reset(ripplecnt_rst),
.d(qb7), .q(ripplecnt_bit[7]), .qb(qb7));
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DFLIPFLOP ripplecnt_dff8(.clk(qb7), .reset(ripplecnt_rst),
.d(qb8), .q(ripplecnt_bit[8]), .qb(qb8));
DFLIPFLOP ripplecnt_dff9(.clk(qb8), .reset(ripplecnt_rst),
.d(qb9), .q(ripplecnt_bit[9]), .qb(qb9));
endmodule
module PD17(
input pd_clk,
input initial_clk,
input final_clk,
//input [33:0] pd_in,
input [16:0] pd_in_A,
input [16:0] pd_in_B,
output reg [5:0] pd_out_initial,
output reg [5:0] pd_out_final
);
always@(posedge pd_clk) begin
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if (initial_clk) begin
if ( (pd_in_A[0] == 0) && (pd_in_B[1] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd0;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[2] == 1) && (pd_in_B[1] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd1;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[2] == 0) && (pd_in_B[3] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd2;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[4] == 1) && (pd_in_B[3] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd3;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[4] == 0) && (pd_in_B[5] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd4;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[6] == 1) && (pd_in_B[5] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd5;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[6] == 0) && (pd_in_B[7] == 1) ) begin
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pd_out_initial <= 6'd6;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[8] == 1) && (pd_in_B[7] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd7;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[8] == 0) && (pd_in_B[9] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd8;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[10] == 1) && (pd_in_B[9] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd9;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[10] == 0) && (pd_in_B[11] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd10;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[12] == 1) && (pd_in_B[11] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd11;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[12] == 0) && (pd_in_B[13] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd12;
end
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else if ( (pd_in_A[14] == 1) && (pd_in_B[13] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd13;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[14] == 0) && (pd_in_B[15] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd14;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[16] == 1) && (pd_in_B[15] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd15;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[16] == 0) && (pd_in_B[0] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd16;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[1] == 1) && (pd_in_B[0] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd17;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[1] == 0) && (pd_in_B[2] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd18;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[3] == 1) && (pd_in_B[2] == 0) ) begin
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pd_out_initial <= 6'd19;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[3] == 0) && (pd_in_B[4] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd20;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[5] == 1) && (pd_in_B[4] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd21;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[5] == 0) && (pd_in_B[6] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd22;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[7] == 1) && (pd_in_B[6] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd23;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[7] == 0) && (pd_in_B[8] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd24;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[9] == 1) && (pd_in_B[8] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd25;
end
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else if ( (pd_in_A[9] == 0) && (pd_in_B[10] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd26;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[11] == 1) && (pd_in_B[10] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd27;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[11] == 0) && (pd_in_B[12] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd28;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[13] == 1) && (pd_in_B[12] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd29;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[13] == 0) && (pd_in_B[14] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd30;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[15] == 1) && (pd_in_B[14] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd31;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[15] == 0) && (pd_in_B[16] == 1) ) begin
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pd_out_initial <= 6'd32;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[0] == 1) && (pd_in_B[16] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd33;
end
else begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd0;
end
end
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
else if (final_clk) begin
if ( (pd_in_A[0] == 0) && (pd_in_B[1] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd0;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[2] == 1) && (pd_in_B[1] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd1;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[2] == 0) && (pd_in_B[3] == 1) ) begin
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pd_out_final <= 6'd2;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[4] == 1) && (pd_in_B[3] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd3;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[4] == 0) && (pd_in_B[5] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd4;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[6] == 1) && (pd_in_B[5] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd5;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[6] == 0) && (pd_in_B[7] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd6;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[8] == 1) && (pd_in_B[7] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd7;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[8] == 0) && (pd_in_B[9] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd8;
end
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else if ( (pd_in_A[10] == 1) && (pd_in_B[9] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd9;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[10] == 0) && (pd_in_B[11] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd10;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[12] == 1) && (pd_in_B[11] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd11;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[12] == 0) && (pd_in_B[13] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd12;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[14] == 1) && (pd_in_B[13] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd13;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[14] == 0) && (pd_in_B[15] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd14;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[16] == 1) && (pd_in_B[15] == 0) ) begin
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pd_out_final <= 6'd15;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[16] == 0) && (pd_in_B[0] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd16;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[1] == 1) && (pd_in_B[0] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd17;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[1] == 0) && (pd_in_B[2] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd18;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[3] == 1) && (pd_in_B[2] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd19;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[3] == 0) && (pd_in_B[4] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd20;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[5] == 1) && (pd_in_B[4] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd21;
end
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else if ( (pd_in_A[5] == 0) && (pd_in_B[6] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd22;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[7] == 1) && (pd_in_B[6] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd23;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[7] == 0) && (pd_in_B[8] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd24;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[9] == 1) && (pd_in_B[8] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd25;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[9] == 0) && (pd_in_B[10] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd26;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[11] == 1) && (pd_in_B[10] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd27;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[11] == 0) && (pd_in_B[12] == 1) ) begin
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pd_out_final <= 6'd28;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[13] == 1) && (pd_in_B[12] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd29;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[13] == 0) && (pd_in_B[14] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd30;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[15] == 1) && (pd_in_B[14] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd31;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[15] == 0) && (pd_in_B[16] == 1) ) begin
pd_out_initial <= 6'd32;
end
else if ( (pd_in_A[0] == 1) && (pd_in_B[16] == 0) ) begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd33;
end
else begin
pd_out_final <= 6'd0;
end
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end
end
endmodule
module RP_PD_COMB(
input mclk,
input rst,
input phase_sample_clk,
input initial_clk,
input final_clk,
input vcogate_clk, ctr_rst,
input adc_sample_clk,
input vcofreq,
input [16:0] pd_in_A,
input [16:0] pd_in_B,
output reg [16:0] pd_A_buffer,
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output reg [16:0] pd_B_buffer,
output rpcnt_inputclk,
output [9:0]rpcnt_output,
output [5:0] pd_out_initial,
output [5:0] pd_out_final,
output reg [15:0] adc_out
);
assign rpcnt_inputclk = ~(vcofreq & vcogate_clk);
RPCNT17 RPCNT17_INST1(.ripplecnt_clk(rpcnt_inputclk),
.ripplecnt_rst(ctr_rst), .ripplecnt_bit(rpcnt_output));
PD17 PD17_INST1(.pd_clk(mclk), .initial_clk(initial_clk),
.final_clk(final_clk), .pd_in_A(pd_A_buffer_wire),
.pd_in_B(pd_B_buffer_wire), .pd_out_initial(pd_out_initial),
.pd_out_final(pd_out_final));
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wire [15:0] rpcntX16;
wire [15:0] rpcntX2;
wire [16:0] pd_A_buffer_wire;
wire [16:0] pd_B_buffer_wire;
assign rpcntX16[15:0] = {2'b00, rpcnt_output[9:0], 4'b0000};
assign rpcntX2[15:0] = {5'b00000, rpcnt_output[9:0], 1'b0};
assign pd_A_buffer_wire = pd_A_buffer;
assign pd_B_buffer_wire = pd_B_buffer;
// Phase Sampler
always@(posedge mclk) begin
if (rst) begin
pd_A_buffer <= 17'd0;
pd_B_buffer <= 17'd0;
end
else if (phase_sample_clk) begin
pd_A_buffer <= pd_in_A;
pd_B_buffer <= pd_in_B;
end
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end
// Phase Combination
always@(posedge mclk) begin
if (rst) begin
adc_out <= 16'd0;
end
else if (adc_sample_clk) begin
adc_out <= rpcntX16 + rpcntX16 + rpcntX2
+ pd_out_final - pd_out_initial;
end
end
endmodule
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Appendix C
PCB Schematics
Figure C.1: Test circuits around the chip
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Figure C.2: ADC drivers
135
Figure C.3: LDOs
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